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“I thought I knew everything I wanted in my new home. Then my architect introduced me to the Personal Valet® system.”
PERSONAL VALET® CLOTHES VITALIZING SYSTEM.  
A REFRESHING IDEA FROM WHIRLPOOL CORPORATION.

As a successful architect, you know today’s homebuyers want more: more time, more convenience and more value. Now you can give them more of all three with the new Personal Valet® system from Whirlpool. In about 30 minutes,¹ they can get virtually any outfit ready to wear and smelling fresh with dramatically fewer wrinkles. The Personal Valet® system² can cut ironing time and reduce trips to the dry cleaners. And that is a refreshing idea. Built into the laundry area, bedroom or master closet, the Personal Valet® system is an upgrade that proves its value to consumers. Plus it gives you a real edge in meeting a client’s needs.

The Personal Valet® system: one more convenience designed for today’s busy lifestyles. To find out how you can get The Inside Advantage,™ call Whirlpool at 800-253-3977.

¹ Regular Care Cycle
² When used with Presiva® Clothes Care Formula.
³ Presiva is a registered trademark of The Procter & Gamble Company. Closet system courtesy of California Closets.®

© 2002 Whirlpool Corporation. All rights reserved. ® Registered trademark/ TM Trademark of Whirlpool, U.S.A.
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big house proud
america’s castles can’t be all bad, can they?

by s. claire conroy

how dull would this country be if we had no Biltmore mansion, no Newport “cottages,” no Lyndhurst Castle? If you love houses, you’ve got to appreciate a big house done well. It may disturb you to think seriously about what the Robber Barons did to pay for them, or the open fields that were lost to them, or the energy and materials consumed to build and maintain them. But, as with the Egyptian pyramids, when you can step back from those concerns and simply enjoy them for what they are—outsized works of art—you have to admit you’d miss them if they were gone.

Where I went to college in the Mid-Hudson region of New York, there were several notable house museums nearby. Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s boyhood home, Springwood, was perhaps the most famous—for reasons that had little to do with its architecture. But just up the road were two more interesting houses, both designed by McKim, Mead, and White. The Vanderbilt Mansion, owned by Frederick Vanderbilt, and the Mills Mansion, owned by Ogden Mills, anchored vast acreage along the Hudson River. They were amazing in their old world opulence and also for their elegant integration with their extraordinary sites.

Nowadays, many Americans still covet their own Robber-Baron mansions but seldom are willing to pay for the site, the materials, the landscaping, and, most important, the talented architect to pull it off. Barons, demi-barons, and wanna-be-barons often settle for “McMansions”—drywall-and-Dryvit versions of America’s favorite house styles of the past, crammed onto painfully small and achingly barren sites. A great house needs a great site. Springwood squired 290 acres, the Vanderbilt Mansion occupied at least 200, and the Mills Mansion topped 1,600 in its heyday.

For this issue, we’ve interviewed some of the best big house design talent in the hopes that we may cleanse our minds of the bad examples and affirm that big, beautiful houses are still possible (see “The Big House Clinic,” beginning on page 81). They may even be preferable if the alternative is to subdivide the parcel into smaller, multiple McMansion lots. At any rate, each of our architects has unique insights into what makes a larger house successful, but on this one point they agree: It all begins with the site.

“On a small piece of land, 7,000 square feet can be gross,” says architect Allan Greenberg, who’s designed many handsomely hefty houses (see page 56 for the story). “It’s possible to do good big houses, I’m sure of that. But you have to have the right piece of land to carry it off.”

Right now, he’s in the middle of a project for design doyenne Martha Stewart. Her compound in Bedford, N.Y., called “Cantitoe Farm,” will eventually encompass a number of buildings, including a 4,500-square-foot principal residence. In all, it’s a rather modest proposal for the 153-acre site—a 15,000-square-foot house would not look out of place on such an ample piece of land. “For most people, size wins out over quality,” Greenberg says. But, in this case, it turns out Stewart is a good steward of her property.

I have to admit, I look forward to the day when I can visit Martha Stewart’s house museum—perhaps at my next college reunion many moons from now.

Questions or comments? Call me: 202.736.3312; write me: S. Claire Conroy, residential architect, One Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 600, Washington, D.C. 20005; or e-mail me: cconroy@hanley-wood.com.
Care for a sun-ripened Red?

Select Yellow

For complete project support, call 1-800-US-STAIN, ext. 347 or visit www.cabotarchitect.com
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choice words

Your editorial in the April issue of Residential Architect ("Clients' Choice," April 2002, page 13) is so true. I lose so many clients to builder-drafting services because the client does not want to pay for the years of experience and professionalism [of an architect]. Not only do I lose residential projects, but I lose small commercial projects that are allowed to be designed by a draftsman and structural engineer in my state of Florida. I just sent a proposal out to a client on Monday and wished I had been able to make a copy of your editorial and include it with the proposal.

I think most lay people are unaware of the true reasons for hiring an architect, as your article points out. These are the people who need to read your article. Thank you for writing it.

Ken Shapiro, RA
KHS Architects
Deltona, Fla.

I am a builder. I build homes and do renovations and additions to existing homes. Your column ("Clients' Choice") is very disappointing. The attitude that only the architect is the good guy and the center of the building process is past its time. How about the concept of a collaborative effort of owner, architect, and contractor?

There is no question that the architect brings the creative skills to the project. But how about cost controls? Who understands this better than the builder? How about choice of materials? Just because a rep came to your office does not mean the product is any good. Who says the architect understands site problems as well as a builder? The architect works on a twodimensional surface. How often have we poor builders found a plan that is not buildable and said, "If only they had asked me about this before they drew it."

The client is best served by a design and build process. The old architect idea that competitive bidding is best is so wrong. Supervision does not get quality. Good contractors with skilled mechanics do. The low price at the bid is not the answer; the right price to achieve the goals of the client is. Architects are so hung up about interference in the design process and afraid someone may have a suggestion that improves the design by changing the plan. What the client needs to pay for is the design, not the huge set of details and specifications that increase the cost of the design service.

The building of a home should not be adversarial. It is a collaborative effort of people to achieve the desired result in a business environment. Why is it that in commercial and institutional construction so much of the work is being done on a design and build basis but only in residential construction are architects hung up about the old way to do business? No wonder so many of your friends complain they do not get enough money for their efforts.

Richard Dickson
by e-mail

continued on page 17
As a professional remodeler, custom builder or residential architect, The Remodelers’ Show is the complete industry event you need to succeed. With more than 350 exhibitors in over 100,000 net square feet of exhibit space, you’ll discover all the new products, resources and trends to keep your customers happy and your company competitive and profitable. The comprehensive conference program and NEW! demonstration workshops will give you the practical solutions you need for your business, marketing and technology challenges.

For your customer and for your company, your success starts here—at The Remodelers’ Show.

Not registered yet? Register online!
www.RemodelersShow.com or call 800-681-6970 for more information.

Register by September 30 and SAVE on conference packages!
Responding to your editorial ("Clients' Choice"), I also believe the client rarely realizes the effort and thought that goes into the design of a functional yet aesthetically pleasing 'environment.' As an intern getting ready to take the exam in about a year, I have found this out about clients. Most are very knowledgeable and savvy about business and know how to cut a deal.

However, they do not realize that the decision to cut corners in this large investment might cost them the functionality of the space they will likely live in for a good portion of their lives. Put it to your friend like this: If you don't put forth the money upfront, then you will put it forth down the line and the result still will not be as pleasing as if it had been done right in the beginning.

Joe Richmond
Archiplan International, Ltd.
Schaumburg, Ill.

I work for MHI home builders. I like to read our editorials from the March and April issues of Residential Architect. Were two of the best that I have read in a professional publication. Keep up the good work for those of us who still do houses.

Dick Jenkins
Jenkins Architecture
Raleigh, N.C.

What does an individual’s choice in art tell about them? If they choose mass-produced art already framed, they may be happy with a mass-produced plan for a house. If items they display are chosen because they speak to the soul, then an architect should do the same with their living space.

Good residential architecture is about drawing out the essence of someone and translating that into a habitable space.

Bjorn O. Sefeldt, AIA
Vice President, Architecture
MHI
Houston

Jane Blumer, RA
Architectural Workshop, LLC
Englewood, Colo.
Only a Ludowici roof eclipses a Ludowici roof.

No clay roof tile under the sun matches Ludowici for color, style, or legendary performance. Call 1-800-917-8998.
But does that mean they're all substance without style? Not even close. Their wood interiors await staining or finishing. There's also a new white interior finish that's easy to work with. And you can paint the Ultrex finish to match exterior colors, too. Put simply, Integrity products deliver what builders need from windows and doors. They look good. Withstand nature's wrath. And, most importantly, make your job a breeze. To find out more or see the complete line of Integrity products call 1-800-267-6941 (In Canada, 1-800-263-6161) or visit www.integritywindows.com. Built to perform.
design/build/sell

For many architects, it's not a big leap from designing custom cabinetry for a house to designing furniture for sale. Consequently, many recently have tried their hand at select pieces: dining tables, chairs, and so forth.

Santa Monica, Calif.-based Marmol Radziner + Associates—an architecture firm known for meticulous restoration of Modern masterworks and carefully crafted custom homes—takes the enterprise even further by designing, building, and selling their own furniture collection.

"As a design/build firm, it's very much part of our process to create things and then produce them ourselves," says Leo Marmol. "Furniture is something we can personally control from start to finish."

Marmol Radziner Furniture debuted this spring with a set of reproductions from Schindler's Kings Road home, commissioned by the MAK Center for Art and Architecture. "We loved the idea of working with Schindler's powerful designs but also that some of the profits would go to preserve his own house, which we feel is the best residential example in L.A.," Marmol says. Later this year, the firm will launch an original line.

Restoring work by icons such as Schindler, Neutra, and Meier has influenced Marmol Radziner's custom architecture and furniture projects. "I appreciate the efficiency in their designs," says Marmol. "There's a nice environmental aspect and a wonderful respect for materials." His firm explores the aesthetic and functional qualities of steel, walnut, teak, and fine fabrics in
The Kings Road collection—constructed of redwood with a choice of 28 fabrics—includes a sofa, chair, ottoman, stool, and child’s chair. Prices range from $2,160 to $12,480.

pieces for the dining room, bedroom, living room, and outdoors.

“We’re hoping to make physical objects that provide functional use and inspire joy,” says Marmol. “We want to speak to people through what we do.”—shelley d. hutchins

trespassers welcome

What kind of house would you design and build if you didn’t need to worry about money, site conditions, and basic physics? That’s the question Linda Taalman and Alan Koch of the New York City-based architecture firm OpenOffice and curator Cara Mullio sought to answer, with help from a group of artists. They set out to redefine the aesthetic, psychological, and physical lexicons of the Modern house. The resulting exhibition, which took three years to develop, is called “Trespassing: Houses x Artists” and includes fabrications in many media by Kevin Appel, Barbara Bloom, Jim Isermann, Jessica Stockholder, and others.

“Trespassing,” now at the Steven Holl-designed Bellevue Art Museum in Bellevue, Wash., moves in January 2003 to the MAK Center for Art and Architecture, located in R.M. Schindler’s Kings Road House in West Hollywood, Calif. The two museums collaborated to present the show, which will continue to travel next year.—s.d.h.

stock answer

When Jeff Davis, the owner of an architectural column company based in Wilmington, N.C., bought a lot on nearby Figure Eight Island, he decided to give himself a challenge. He would hire an architect to distill his love of classical proportions into a beautiful, livable home for himself—one condition: “I wanted to show people that you can use stock products and stay true to classical architecture,” he says. “We’re not using any custom products in this house.”

Instead, designer Christine Franck of New York City, local builder Robert Zapple, and Davis have spent many hours researching off-the-shelf building materials. “It’s a lot of sifting through elements to find stuff that is well-designed and will stand up to the elements,” admits Franck. She says the two areas where she’s had the most trouble finding appropriate stock elements are windows and millwork. Presumably columns haven’t been as difficult with Davis’ company, Chadsworth’s 1.800.COLUMNS, close by. Move-in is slated for spring 2003.—meghan drueding
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Entry form and fee deadline: November 25, 2002
Completed entries deadline: January 7, 2003

Our annual *residential architect* Design Awards program honors outstanding residential architecture in the following categories: custom, renovation, multifamily, affordable, production, kitchens, baths, and design details. A project of the year is selected from the category winners; all winning projects will be published in the May 2003 issue of *residential architect*. Shown: Grand prize in a custom category by Alexandria, Va.-based architect David Jameson. Visit www.residentialarchitect.com or call 202.736.3407 to receive an entry form.

**zaha hadid laboratory**
*the national building museum, washington, d.c.*
*through november 17*

Known for her unconventional designs, Zaha Hadid’s work ranges from commercial and residential buildings to interiors and furniture. This exhibition will feature some of the London-based architect’s most recent projects through drawings, paintings, models, and three-dimensional computer images. Call 202.272.2448 or visit www.nbm.org for more information.

**frank lloyd wright and the prairie school**
*architect gallery of architectural art, chicago*
*october 4–november 30*

This exhibit features original drawings and historical prints of Frank Lloyd Wright’s work plus some of the designers and architects who followed his lead by embracing horizontal lines and flowing spaces. Works by Louis Sullivan, George Mann Niedecken, Orlando Giannini, and Barry Byrne are included. Shown: Wright’s 1900 Hickox House. For gallery hours, call 312.475.1290 or visit www.architectgallery.com.

**herzog & de meuron:**
*archaeology of the mind*
*canadian centre for architecture, montreal*
*october 23–april 6*

An exploration of the visual world that nurtured the designs of Jacques Herzog and Pierre de Meuron, winners of the 2001 Pritzker Architecture Prize. Their works include London’s Tate Modern museum, Rue de Suisses apartments in Paris, and Dominus Winery in Napa Valley, Calif. Visit www.cca.qc.ca or call 514.939.7026 for museum hours.

**acadia 2002**
*california state polytechnic university, pomona, calif.*
*october 24–27*

The Association for Computer Aided Design in Architecture hosts its annual conference, which will focus on areas where humans come into contact with cyberspace at work, in public, or at home. For conference information, visit www.acadia.org.

**the howard gilman archive of visionary architectural drawings**
*museum of modern art, queens, new york*
*october 24–january 6*


**the remodelers’ show**
*indiana convention center, indianapolis*
*october 30–november 2*

Join more than 10,000 residential architects, remodelers, and custom builders to view 100,000 square feet of products and attend educational courses and workshops. For registration details, call 800.681.6970 or visit www.remodelersshow.com.

**continuing exhibits**

*Hungarian Ceramics from the Zsolnay Manufactory, 1853–2001,* through October 13, Bard Graduate Center, New York City, 212.501.3000; *American Modern, 1925–1940: Design for a New Age,* through November 10, Philbrook Museum of Art, Tulsa, Okla., 918.749.7941.—Shelley D. Hutchins
Spec TechShield® and breathe easier.

Did you know that you should spec TechShield® radiant barrier sheathing to help your clients in the sunbelt save energy and keep their homes cooler? Radiant barrier sheathing has the greatest effect on lowering radiant heat gain in the attic, helping other energy-efficient features of the house work better. However, all radiant barriers are not the same.

Some radiant barriers can hold moisture in the roof, but TechShield's innovative incising process lets homes breathe easier. The incisions in the aluminum allow moisture to escape, yet the panels still keep up to 97% of the sun's radiant heat from entering the home. That can lower attic temperatures by as much as 30° and significantly reduce energy usage.

So, now your homes and homeowners will breathe easier. Now that's really cool.

Circle no.271

LP and TechShield are trademarks of Louisiana-Pacific Corporation. © 2002 Louisiana-Pacific Corporation. All rights reserved. Specifications subject to change without notice. Patent Nos.: US 6,251,495 B1; US 5,281,814

www.techshield.lpcorp.com

Specialty Products
With Thea's Landing, the city of Tacoma, Wash., is gaining a lively urban waterfront—one that bridges the iconic historic district and a working harbor. The concept, by Mithun Partners, Seattle, was selected in a competition. Currently under construction, it stretches 420 feet along the Thea Foss Waterway Superfund site and includes an esplanade, restaurants, shopping, and 236 apartments and condominiums.

Because the site is cut off from the city by railroad tracks and an elevated highway, Mithun's challenge was to create vibrant buildings that would draw people back and forth over a new glass bridge. “We wanted to provide something uplifting that had a lot of vitality and spirit,” says design principal Stephen Cox, AIA. “We had to have exciting retail spaces and residential units to get people to live there.”

Tall brick structures along Dock Street echo the historic district across the highway and create a wall of privacy for the people living behind it. Five-story “lanterns” light the entrance to corridors that usher pedestrians down to the waterfront esplanade. Clad in brightly colored metal and glass, they glow from top to bottom and introduce lighter, more fragmented forms on the waterfront.

The firm designed for a mix of street-level stores with five floors of living space above. The top floor houses 45 condo units, many of them lofts with spectacular views of the waterway and Mt. Rainier in the distance. The sights will be just as compelling on the public waterfront, where colorful buildings with strong white and metallic accents break down to pedestrian scale. “The buildings will look complete once the marina is complete,” says Cox, “with its aluminum masts, white sails, and flags flying.” Construction began in March 2001, and occupancy is slated for October.—cheryl weber
STRIKING FOCAL POINT
HARD WORKING COMPANION

STAINLESS STEEL

innovative designs
no-hassle limited lifetime warranty
premium quality products, since 1925
over 60 configurations, including drop-in, undermount, module, and farmhouse styles

800-451-5782
www.blancoamerica.com

BLANCO

Stainless Steel Sinks • Hard Composite Sinks • Kitchen Faucets • Bar Sinks & Faucets • Custom Sink Accessories • Decorative Accessories
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A window, like a human face, has its own profile. Because we’re handcrafters, we c
From customized casing to a standard double hung, we build windows and doors to your exact specifications. Visit [www.marvin.com](http://www.marvin.com) or call 1-800-236-9690 (in Canada, 1-800-263-6161).

©2002 Marvin Windows and Doors. All rights reserved. ®Registered trademark of Marvin Windows and Doors.
About As Close As It Gets To “Family” Proof
— The Dependable, Easy-to-Clean Acrylic Bath.

Research shows that “ease of cleaning” ranks at the top of most moms’ lists when it comes to choosing a bathtub (for obvious reasons). While other tub materials may quickly dull and become hard to clean, acrylic is non-porous. So dirt, soap scum, and germs can’t penetrate. Acrylic is also less susceptible to mildew and algae, which means acrylic will shine for years — as will your reputation. To learn more, get your free Acrylic Consumer Guide by calling: 1-800-485-1124.

©2001 Aristech Acrylics LLC
www.AristechAcrylics.com
TRIM IT. THE ANSWER IS AZEK.

UNIFORMITY.
♦ Cellular PVC with the look, feel and sound of clear lumber.
♦ Consistent and uniform with no voids.
♦ Premium lengths with square edges on all sides.

DURABILITY.
♦ Will not rot, split, cup, warp or twist.
♦ Impervious to moisture and insects making it perfect for ground contact applications.
♦ 25 year warranty.

WORKABILITY.
♦ Cut, rout, mill and fasten with standard woodworking tools.
♦ Nail, screw, staple or glue.
♦ Easily bend, shape or thermoform into unique curved applications.

BEAUTY.
♦ Complements all housing exteriors.
♦ Manufactured in natural semi-matte white; can be painted for a custom color.
♦ Great looks that last.

For more information about AZEK Trimboards, visit us on the internet at www.azek.com or call toll-free 866-549-6900.
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NEW!
Introducing Pre-formed AZEK™ CORNERBOARD!
the big and the beautiful

don't let a king-size commission become a giant headache.

by lane williams, aia

When my career began in 1984, I thought a big house was anything over 3,000 square feet. Ten years passed before I received a commission approaching 5,000 square feet. In recent years, there's been a steady stream of 5,000-square-foot-plus home designs for Seattle architects like me, and we've seen a surprising number of 10,000-square-foot-and-up mega-homes. The current bearish stock market, rising energy costs, and shrinking family size would all seem to counter this trend. But there have always been big houses, and there probably always will be.

I made a few missteps in that first big house. My eagerness to win the commission overcame my reservations about the client's tendencies toward old-world ostentation (as a Modernist, I prefer contemporary ostentation). As work on the project progressed, I was alternately compelled by their generous budget and constrained by their direction to imitate images borrowed from "Street of Dreams" designs. The results were less than inspired.

Whatever a project's size, architects are often at odds with their clients' design requests. But large houses can increase the frequency and pressure of these conflicts. Considering the generous construction budget and commensurately large fee that a big house entails, saying no to clients' demands can seem like an act of treason. Even Seattle's top architects have lost control to newly rich millionaires anxious to fulfill their quest for the house that satisfies their every (perceived) need. Having designed several large homes now, I've gained confidence in my ability to guide clients successfully through the process.

new deal

Large homes present design challenges that we may never encounter elsewhere. Wealthy clients tend to have lengthy programs and a long list of specific and not necessarily practical features. How do you maintain design control when the client can demand—and write a check for—any feature they choose? For my firm, rising to the challenge has required implementing procedures not necessary for smaller homes.

I specialize exclusively in custom home design, and it has long been my habit to be personally involved in every detail. Until a few years ago, my staff was limited to two or three interns whose responsibilities were largely relegated to drafting.

With bigger houses, I learned to organize projects around a project manager who keeps track of all the details from the beginning of the job to the end of construction. State-of-the-art CAD systems with 3-D capabilities have replaced hand drafting. We frequently include interior designers and landscape architects as part of the design team. I've modified my role to be less hands-on and more supervisory, with more of my time committed to client communications. I write more

continued on page 34
The question is, is it the perfect kitchen or the perfect collection?

Art and technology come together to create an epic masterpiece. Introducing our new line in stainless steel. Each piece offers a blend of advanced features and exquisite beauty that's truly worthy of reverence. Present them as a complete collection, and you'll transform a kitchen into a gallery of good taste.

Visit jennair.com or call 1-800-Jenn-Air. And create your own work of art.
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checklists, send more e-mail, double-check more plans, and review more change orders than ever before. To ensure I have time to design, I don’t draft—something I used to enjoy.

Also, I try to be clear about design principles before signing a contract for our services. Our first meeting with a prospective client includes a thorough review of our past work, with a discussion of our design approach and ideas. If you believe in Modernism and don’t wish to indulge in the client’s Victorian fantasies, or if you have taken a stand on increased conservation, you may have to draw a line in the sand that could ultimately cost you the commission.

At the very least, architects need to educate clients by helping them understand the ramifications of their design choices. A discussion about why clay tile roofs are less than ideal in an earthquake or a calculation that shows how their home may consume 10 times the energy of a typical residence may help steer the client toward a better compromise.

large and in charge
Identifying the full program scope early in the process is critical to maintaining control of the design. Last-minute additions of extra bedrooms, with the commensurate demand that every bedroom have its own bath, can wreak havoc on a carefully conceived plan. A thorough review of storage requirements can uncover desires for wine cellars or walk-in fireproof vaults. We expanded the back of one four-car garage during construction after learning that the owner required a back-up generator capable of powering everything in his 8,000-square-foot home.

The works of Wright, Neutra, Meier, and others provide excellent lessons in the graceful execution of large houses. As houses grow in program, these architects have demonstrated an understanding of how spaces must be scaled up (or opened up) to avoid the rabbit-warren effect of many large spec homes.

I feel I’ve won a small victory any time I can persuade a client to eliminate a room from their program. Today’s big house often includes a formal living and dining room, family room, giant kitchen with breakfast space, plus media room and den. Throw in a playroom for kids and a sitting room in the master suite, and before long a house for a family of four has enough living space that no one need ever interact with another again.

I’ve learned to share this concern with clients by discussing how the homes we build affect the way we live and, therefore, the values and behavior of us and our children. Large houses may not always be in the same demand as they are today, but a well-built, livable house never goes out of style.

“the homes we build affect the way we live and, therefore, the values and behavior of us and our children.”

Lane Williams, AIA, is the principal of Lane Williams Architects in Seattle.
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IT'S CONTRACTOR-FRIENDLY.
The end sections can be trimmed onsite.

IT SAVES MONEY AND TIME.
With strut-webbing, there's no need for subcontractors to cut holes.

IT'S STRONGER.
You don't weaken the joist with holes.

IT HAS WIDE FLANGES.
With 3.5-inch flanges on the top and bottom, subfloor application is simple. Nailing and gluing are easier.
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practice

the soul of propriety

staying ethical requires taking both your head and heart to work.

by cheryl weber

You are designing a 2,500-square-foot house for a couple who has $300,000 to spend. After doing preliminary drawings, you get an estimate from three different contractors, all of whose bids fall within the stated budget. Encouraged, over the course of the next six months you refine the design and finish up the drawings. But when the project is submitted for a final bid, the lowest bid—from one of the original contractors—comes in at $450,000. The shocked clients don’t think they should be expected to pay additional fees for a redesign, when you ran roughshod over their budget. But because you acted on the best available information, you aren’t inclined to do additional design work out-of-pocket, either. What now?

A disgruntled client recently brought this case before the AIA National Ethics Council. The council is a volunteer group of seven architects who get to play God by settling ethical disputes, usually scenarios that fall outside of a legal framework. In this case, the architect was absolved from responsibility for the final bid. At the hearing, the contractor said the high bid reflected a market that had turned hot virtually overnight. A large software company had moved into the area, and the influx of employees was generating so much construction work that contractors and trades people could almost name their price.

“The architect had gone above and beyond the contract to help the owner by getting preliminary costs at schematics,” says Phil Gerou, FAIA, chair of the Ethics Council and founder of Gerou and Associates, a design/build firm in Evergreen, Colo. “The owners had to deal with the new reality that the house couldn’t be built for $300,000 anymore.”

shades of gray

What gets architects into trouble? Of the 15 to 20 cases that cross the desk of the Ethics Council every year, many of them are what might be called matters of professional etiquette, involving clients, contractors, and fellow professionals. They run the gamut from disputes between architects and former employers over credit and ownership issues to subcontractors accusing architects of showing partiality to their competitors (see sidebar, page 40).

Mismanaged clients, careless design, and bungled relationships are not irrelevant to a professional code of ethics, and they contribute directly to the public’s opinion of the profession. But they are relatively trivial in the scheme of things. The broader ethical issues the code addresses, such as those of public health, safety, and welfare, rarely crop up in two-party disputes.

“In the discussion of ethics, you have to make a distinction between the ethical floor below which we should not drop, and an architect’s role in society,” says David Hinson, AIA, a professor of architecture at Auburn University in Auburn, Ala. “And there is a whole set of business-related challenges relative to residential practice that have ethical dimensions.”

Architects seeking to run a disciplined practice see various shades of gray. When they were starting their firm, and in subsequent economic downturns, San Diego architects Taal Safdie and Ricardo Rabines struggled with whether or not to take on projects they continued on page 40
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practice
didn’t believe in. Whether it’s working for a developer who’s overreaching on density or a client who insists on using faux materials in an addition to a 1940s house, “those are the moments when you have to make some very deep ethical decisions about your practice,” says Taal Safdie. “You can rationalize that another architect will do it if you don’t. But at some point you have to make a stand because whatever you build represents the clientele you’re going to get in the future.”
Anne Fougeron, AIA, Fougeron Architects, San Francisco, laments being forced to engage in a dubious political process to get projects approved by bureaucracies, now the norm in San Francisco. “It’s not just about the project’s merit and abiding by the rules and regulations,” she says. “People are wary about things getting built next to them. We wind up having to hire facilitators and expeditors at different levels. You’re paying people a lot of money to get that work done, and the kind of relationships they have with the people in the building departments is somewhat questionable. The approval may be based on the fact that they know someone or on money being traded. More and more power is being given to individuals.”
For architects who work
continued on page 42

truth or consequences

failure to give proper credit for architectural work is the most common code violation filed before the AIA National Ethics Council in Washington, D.C., according to AIA staff attorney Vickie Allums. Let’s say two partners who shared various design roles in a firm split. One of the ex-partners wants to produce a postcard of previous work to send to prospective clients. What’s the protocol for assigning credit?
The architect should state his or her role in each project and designate in a plainly visible way the firm that produced the work, says Phil Gerou, FAIA, chair of the Ethics Council. The scope of the project also determines how credit should be defined. Saying that you were the project architect on a single-family home may be enough, Gerou says, but on a more complex project, your role needs to be explained in more detail, Gerou says.
With all the media formats available today, it’s impossible to be specific about where and how large the credits should appear. Gerou recommends talking with the ex-firm about what they feel is appropriate. “Having an open discussion ahead of time will go a long way to averting the problem,” he says.
Bernard Cywinski, FAIA, says his firm, Bohlin Cywinski Jackson, hasn’t had to protect a claim of ownership. “We’ve set an example in our everyday practice by acknowledging joint ventures in our marketing,” he says. “It builds mutual respect and regard for the idea that authorship should be fairly distributed.”—c.w.
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for developers, the road from design to build is also fraught with ethical minefields. "Just yesterday a client asked us to strip back a design after it was approved by the city so he could save money," says Michael Woodley, AIA, Woodley Architectural Group based in Littleton, Colo. "We're careful to align ourselves with people who will stand up in front of a city council and mean what they say." But the staff turnover at building companies is high, "whatever you build represents the clientele you're going to get in the future."

Woodley says, and his architecture projects often outlast the person he's dealing with.

**the ethics of representation**

Such ethical quandaries are as old as civilization. But Gregory Palermo, FAIA, an architecture professor at Iowa State University in Ames, Iowa, points to a modern-day dilemma introduced by digital technology—the ethics of representation. Architects now are able to use computer programs to trick the eye. Before submitting an entry to an awards program, they can play with the shot of a building to delete an unfortunate detail. The ability to manipulate images also carries a risk of misleading clients. "Because you can't mock up a whole building, one of the great challenges in architecture is to give the client some reasonable idea of what it's going to look like," Palermo says. "We know you can play with perspective angles and the sense of scale of a room. One of the ethical challenges is how to make the best use of current technology to get closer to expected results, rather than farther away."

That challenge will be even greater in the future. At Iowa State, Palermo's colleagues are doing architectural simulation on CAV 6, a computer program that includes motion as well as a sense of temperature, touch, and smell. Other labs are working on precise simulations of atmospheric light, Palermo says. These programs raise the possibility of the architect unwittingly misrepresenting a project to the client by using, say, foreshortened angles that make the space seem bigger than it will be when it's built. "It's not so much that people are willingly nefarious," Palermo says. "Three-dimensional and model images are powerful instruments whereby people try to understand unbuilt environments. Just be alert to the technology and its role in representation."

Representation of another kind concerns David Hinson. He believes an...continued on page 44
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emerging ethical challenge for architects is the growing use of design/build to deliver projects. When architect and builder services are folded into one business entity, he says, it complicates the traditional expectation that the architect is being an objective advocate for the client.

“When an architect is working independently of the contractor, the architect’s standard of care would be to review all the options and advise the client on the best way to solve the problem,” Hinson says. “When an architect is part of the builder’s team, their counsel is with the builder. What might be in the best interest of the owner might not be in the best interest of profitability for the design/build business.”

Adds Hinson: “I think design/build is something the marketplace will demand increasingly, but it’s important that we develop a clear set of standards about what clients, contractors, and architects can expect from one another. The first rule is full disclosure. We’ve created a classic conflict of interest that needs to be explained to clients.”

an ethical landscape

Upholding high ethical standards means being a knowledgeable professional on several fronts. It has to do with making equitable and ethical judgments about the expectations of clients, colleagues, and consultants. But beyond the professional process, what is the ethical content of built architecture? asks Palermo. “Rather than thinking about ethics as a profession protecting its integrity, it’s the professional possessing integrity with respect to his or her offerings to clients, in a broad network of relationships.”

If only top managers at big public companies such as Enron and WorldCom had taken that view. In the history of the architecture profession there have been few, if any, ethical crises like the ones affecting those companies, where massive accounting frauds are spectacular examples of misbehaving. And yet, collectively, architects have the ability and the power to affect the public’s well being on that same scale.

“I see architecture as fundamentally an ethical set of actions, so that aesthetics links to very deep-seated, ancient philosophical questions about what it is to live well,” Palermo says. “I see an ethical landscape when I see architecture underway. In school, what kinds of things...”

—gregory palermo, faia

continued on page 46
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design projects do you give? What is the content conceptually and socially? That doesn’t mean every project has to be based on social housing. But you ought to understand the social and environmental implications of, say, sprawl as opposed to reinvigorating established infrastructures.”

Eugene Kremer, FAIA, an architecture professor at Kansas State University in Manhattan, Kan., says one of the hallmarks of professions is that they are self-governing. No one, for example, is going to be censured by or expelled from the AIA because they design a glass house that’s barely inhabitable in the summertime due to heat gain and lack of ventilation. “Where is someone who will bring an ethics case on behalf of the public?” Kremer asks.

“When the Corcoran builds its new Frank Gehry building in Washington, D.C., no one will be able to bring a case saying the neighborhood has been despoiled by this building that is totally out of character and context,” he says, tongue in cheek. “Likewise, if it’s legal to build a Wal-Mart in my little town of Manhattan, people in the residential neighborhood overlooking this site might still have felt this was a blemish on the face of the community. But I’m quite certain the residents wouldn’t have been able to bring an ethics case to the AIA, nor would they have thought to do it. The council would have said, ‘It’s a matter of judgment.’ But that doesn’t mean it should be done.”

sustainability
In Palermo’s mind, the most important obligation an architect has is to do sustainable design—environmentally, economically, socially—even if there is no simple, agreed-upon prescription for doing it. Frank Harmon, FAIA, Raleigh, N.C., identified the same issue last spring in a talk he gave as part of an annual panel on architectural ethics at the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in New York City.

“How we build impacts continued on page 48
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the environment in a dramatic way,” Harmon says. “Here in North Carolina, the coastal sounds are dying because of the sediments in storm water runoff from Raleigh, 250 miles upstream.” His firm currently is designing a public building that will have zero runoff. Water from the site will collect in ponds; roof water will irrigate gardens. And the parking lot will be composed of gravel combined with an organic material that stabilizes the surface while letting the water run through. In his speech at the cathedral, Harmon talked about a U.S. Fish and Wildlife statement that says buildings use nearly one-half of all the energy we make each year, one-third of the trees we cut down, and one-fourth of the water we use. And waste from the construction and demolition of buildings fills 40 percent of our landfills.

“Through architecture, architects have a unique medium to conserve and protect and improve our environment because of the mere fact that building consumes such a sizable amount of our resources,” agrees Bernard Cywinski, FAIA, in the Philadelphia office of Bohlin Cywinski Jackson. “I think the awareness has been growing at a soft pace. It’s not the race to the moon, but things that were shouted to the skies on the first Earth Day in the 1970s are now accepted concerns. In general, architects have a much more open-minded audience in their clients about using recycled materials, saving energy, and being sensitive to their neighbors, animal or human.”

social studies

For Susan Maxman, FAIA, Susan Maxman & Partners Architects, Philadelphia, the ethical equation includes social sustainability—designing for the greater good of the public versus the greater good of the client. On a recent elementary-school project in a deprived neighborhood, the firm obtained a grant to pay for a green roof, higher ceilings, more glass, and more trees than the school district.

continued on page 50
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could provide. “The school is better than it would have been had we not fought for those things,” Maxman says. “That’s our obligation, to fight hard for sustainable measures.” The firm also applies that principle to neighborhoods, designing to benefit the community as well as the client. “You’re not destroying the sense of place, not turning your back to the street,” she says. “You can’t win them all. But you have to try to go as far as you can with your client.”

Socially sustainable design must also ask, who are our clients? says Tom Dutton, architect and professor of architecture at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio. He teaches a class on social ethics that explores the responsibility architects have to people who can’t afford their services. Students work on design/build projects at inner-city Cincinnati’s Center for Community Engagement in Over the Rhine, a nonprofit housing corporation in a neighborhood where annual median income is $1,000. “We get at the question of who are our clients in neighborhoods that are deteriorating and gentrifying at the same time,” Dutton says. “Whose interests do you hold in mind? What kind of future do you see for the city?”

As associate chair for Iowa State’s undergraduate program in architecture, Gregory Palermo has his finger on the pulse of the next generation of architects. And the vital signs are encouraging. “There’s this sense of architecture being involved in designing and constructing not only places but lives,” reads one quote by an incoming student about what she thinks architecture is. “It’s the design of life’s objectives,” reads another.

Says Palermo: “Collectively, the students link their sense of architecture to not only beauty and an inventive, creative process, but also to the idea of quality of life for many different people. That’s a pretty good understanding of an ethical foundation.”

Cheryl Weber is a contributing writer in Severna Park, Md.
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Clearly the best.
at home
with the past

allan greenberg
makes the familiar
fresh again.

by s. claire conroy

America's foremost Classicist
doesn't exactly look the part. Allan
Greenberg doesn't wear bow ties
and vests with dangling watch fobs.
There's not a monocle in sight. Au
contraire, his attire is distinctly mini­
malist—a freeform black jacket, col­
larless dark gray T-shirt, and roomy
black slacks. He looks like he could
break into a mime act at any
moment, or spout philosophy over a
carafe of Côte du Rhône at a French
café. The outfit is a big clue to
Greenberg's sensibility. At 64 years
old, the South African-born archi­
tect was raised on Modernism and
even has loved and practiced it for a
time. But he has come to embrace
Classicism for a wealth of reasons,
most of which have nothing to do
with fashion or style.

For Greenberg, Classicism is
simply the richest, most articulate
architectural language available
today. It is architecture's Esperanto,
able to communicate among a great
As with Mt. Vernon, open hyphens connect two dependencies to the Farmhouse in Connecticut's main building. Timeless materials distinguish the home's bathrooms (left). Befitting a country dwelling, the Farmhouse's entry hall (opposite) is richly but somewhat less formally detailed than Greenberg's other houses. Painted-wood moldings and simply-turned stair rails and posts contribute an understated elegance.

Many cultures and across a great number of stylistic periods. "The problem with Modern buildings is they don't fit their environment," he says. They don't "talk" to the buildings around them; their solipsism makes them bad neighbors, bad stewards of the sites they occupy.

Greenberg has seen the worst Bauhaus had to offer. Johannesburg, where he grew up and went to school, had all the architectural charm of Houston, he quips. The city has had great cycles of "building up and taking down," and the binges and purges have obliterated the variety and character it once had.

He studied architecture at the University of Witwatersrand, where the curriculum at the time was divided into two years of training in Classical architecture and two years in Modernism. His education was rigorous in the European way—many hours of learning by rote to draw every proportion and detail of the buildings he studied. He became intimately acquainted with the strengths and weaknesses of the world's "great buildings." And committing so many structures to memory provided him with a tremendous database from which to draw for his own work.

It was at Witwatersrand that he learned to love Corbu. Here was a Modernist Greenberg could respect and admire, one whose forward-thinking architecture considered carefully what came before it. "More important than style is quality," Greenberg explains. "Le Corbusier understood all the architecture of the past. He took the new and fit it in. It's very hard to do, and he did it very well."

So taken was he with Le Corbusier's work, he set out to apprentice with him after architecture school. Unfortunately, only an unpaid position was available and Greenberg couldn't afford to take it. Instead, he went to work for architects Jorn Utzon in Denmark, where he labored on the Sydney Opera House, and Viljo Revell in Finland. In Scandinavia, he watched the same process that so horrified him in South Africa—old buildings coming down, new undistinguished buildings going up. "I saw the sophistication of Scandinavia being compromised," he says.

Determined not to go back to South Africa, whose political situation in 1961 he found "reprehensible," Greenberg emigrated to the United States. He sought and secured in 1965 a Master's Degree in Architecture at Yale University on scholarship. He trained with Robert A.M. Stern, among other luminaries. At Yale he also began to teach and to research, write, and publish scholarly essays, monographs, and the like on architecture and architects. "As an architect, I'm compelled to study all of architecture," he says. "It's so hard to master; you have to love it. There's so much to learn—mathematics is important, epidemiology, law, sociology—I see it all through the prism of architecture."

The great divide

South Africa and Scandinavia weren't the only cultures erasing their past. After graduating from Yale, Greenberg spent two years in
the City of New Haven’s Redevelopment Agency, watching the same wave of destruction slapping down old buildings indiscriminately. What took their place was not the masterwork of Mies Van der Rohe, but the “banal commercial buildings” of lesser emulators and admirers. And was there, perhaps, something a little naïve in America’s embrace of Modernism on its own shores?

“There’s this fixation on European architecture. But the social situation is so different over there,” Greenberg says. “Not long ago they had Hitler. Europe’s take on the past is very different. People here believe Modernism is evolution. But Europe’s Modernism is after 1950. The world is very jealous of the way we could look at the past. It is a great divide.”

Europe’s espousal of Modernism was as much a move away from something as a reaching for something. Classical architecture bore the taint of Adolph Hitler and Albert Speer, exploiters of its evocative power. It became the architecture of domination, fear, nationalism run amok. Coming home to Bauhaus, which Hitler had shut down, must have seemed an affirming act. Modernism promised a new beginning, a new order. It was an International style that would reunite instead of divide (it was chosen for the United Nations building in New York). What a relief to leave the past behind.

Plus, there were just so many interesting things to do with reinforced concrete, steel, and glass. With new technology comes the desire to explore its possibilities. Walter Gropius and Ludwig Mies Van der Rohe had just begun to do so before their school, The Bauhaus, was closed. They came to the United States instead and found a welcoming audience among American architects. By the ’60s, Modernism had seized the architecture schools; it was even beginning to do so in South Africa as Greenberg was finishing his studies there. The students who followed him at the University of Witwatersrand no longer had two years immersion in architectural history.

Although he loved Le Corbusier, Greenberg also liked Edward Lutyens. And as he witnessed more and more charming old buildings falling to the wrecking ball, he started to study Lutyens more closely. (In 1969 he published a paper through the Yale Press on the architect’s houses.) Then he began to look around at the houses in Connecticut’s countryside. “There was much Colonial Revival influence in Connecticut. Wonderful clapboard buildings, salt boxes. I loved the ad hoc lean-tos,” he recalls. “It was such a soft, gentle kind of architecture.”

A two-story domed ballroom enlivens the garden facade of Huckleberry house (top), a project Greenberg designed initially in the early ’80s and added to in 1990. A head-on view of the front elevation (above) shows its broad symmetry; the flanking loggia and sunroom balance each other with a yin-yang openness and closure.

“classical architecture has remained viable ...
because it is not a style; it is a comprehensive language of architectural form.”
—Allan Greenberg
And so goes Greenberg's evolution toward a more humanistic architectural language. He wasn't interested in building machines for living that dictate how they shall be used and occupied. Instead he wanted to build human-centered structures that serve us and emerge from our beliefs and needs. He was concerned that the wholesale dismissal of Classicism meant the baby was tossed out with the bathwater. There is, he believes, no more democratic architecture and none that relates better to the human body, mind, and soul. After all, the column, with its capital, shaft, and base, is designed after the human figure.

"Classical architecture has remained viable—and classical buildings endure for centuries—because it is not a style; it is a comprehensive language of architectural form with a grammar and vocabulary to articulate form and meaning," he writes in the introduction to his monograph, published by Academy Group Ltd.

"That its birth coincided with the birth of the ideal of democratic government in Athens nearly 3,000 years ago is no accident; there is a fundamental, consanguine relationship between the ideals of classical architecture and democracy. ... And while governments may use any architecture for noble or ignoble purposes, I maintain that classical architecture is still the most potent, the most appropriate, and the most noble language to express the relationship of the individual to the community in a republican democratic society."

**greenberg variations**

Greenberg's work as architectural consultant to Connecticut's chief justice from 1967 to 1979 deepened his knowledge and fervor for Classical architecture in the public sector. And it lead him to study not only America's early institutional buildings, but its early houses as well. Ultimately, it guided him to Thomas Jefferson and George Washington. "I'm an immigrant here, and I have a real passion and love for this country," he says. "I became fascinated with your..."
An Atlantic coast residence shows the softer side of Greenberg’s Traditionalism. Interiors are even more casual and welcoming.

"I’m an immigrant here, and I have a real passion and love for this country."
—Allan Greenberg

history; so many founding fathers were interested in architecture."

Greenberg opened his own firm in 1972, designing court houses and, eventually, adding residential work to the mix. His first house job was an addition to a 17th century house in Connecticut. He added a family room and kitchen, and he raised half of the attic for a studio.

Next came a 20,000-square-foot, new-from-the-ground-up house in Connecticut. Called the “Farmhouse in Connecticut,” it isn’t nearly as humble as it sounds. The first of Greenberg’s variations on a theme—in this case, George Washington’s Mount Vernon—it launched his career as a master designer of large residential houses and their accompanying outbuildings.

The Connecticut “farm” is a horse farm; and the house, by most people’s standards, is quite grand. Similarly, Mt. Vernon, notwithstanding its illustrious pedigree, was a farmhouse, and George Washington was a farmer. Like Mt. Vernon, Greenberg clad the exterior of the Connecticut house in wood, hewn and painted to look like stone. Washington may have done so to save money while still making his house appear grand; Greenberg uses the trick to make the grand house seem less formal.

Many other similarities exist between the houses, and even more were planned but not executed. A la Mt. Vernon, Greenberg’s house creates an entry court with the main building and two dependencies connected by open hyphens. And his rear elevation also has an open, columned porch—although no majestic view of the Potomac River. But an early plan for a lantern was snuffed. And, most interestingly, it appears Greenberg fixed the asymmetries that abound in Washington’s version. (It’s so difficult for an architect not to straighten everything out.) Later, as he researched Washington and Mt. Vernon for his book, George Washington, Architect (published in 1999 by Andreas Papadakis Publisher, an imprint of New Architecture Group Ltd.) he began to view those asymmetries as purposeful and cunning. It was, he thinks, Washington’s attempt to make his big house seem less formal and intimidating.

CAD is in the details

Although Greenberg designed another riff on Mt. Vernon in 1989 (and in this case, he got to cap it with the lantern), he insists he has no desire to copy what’s come before him. That is not what his practice of Classicism is all about. “I like to go back to the past, but I don’t want to replicate the past.” As he told writer Arthur Lubow for an article in Departures magazine,
The rear elevation of Conyers Farm uses durable, natural materials to set a solid tone: New York fieldstone, limestone, mahogany siding, cedar shingles, and slate roof tiles should stand the test of time. The entry hall (opposite, top) finds a similar grace in substance.

Designed to capture natural light at sunrise and sunset during Finland’s winter solstice, this Helsinki residence (also pictured, opposite) takes its cues from the area’s stylistic traditions.
"The goal is to stand on the shoulders of all the architects of the past and see further."

Where Greenberg is solidly grounded in the present—and perhaps even perched on the cutting edge—is in the means he uses to design and build his wonderfully detailed creations. He is all about CAD. And drywall. And steel framing. He sees no reason at all to replicate the ways in which Classical details were once drawn and executed: "Drywall is a good material. And three coats of plaster on it is a great finish—or double drywall with a coat of finish. It's very expensive but very nice." He's especially fond of steel framing because it protects his precious details. "It allows the roof, windows, and walls to move independently of each other, so you won't get cracks," he explains. "You can recoup the extra cost of it because you can use the techniques of commercial construction to build it, which is much faster."

At 10,000, 15,000, and 20,000 square feet, his houses are not unlike commercial or institutional projects in their scope and complexity. Particularly challenging is coordinating all the team members, many of them as well-known and established as he. "An architect's job is to design the process so everyone can be heard—to create a milieu where everyone can come and be respected and heard," he says. He works intimately with interior designers and landscape architects to pull the whole vision together. Like George Washington, he believes the house and its landscape are inseparably important. "I dream of houses with gardens so knitted together they're impossible to photograph," he says. "Like the marriage of house and garden in turn-of-the-century English houses." Because of the caliber of his clients, Greenberg is uniquely poised to accomplish his goal.

His latest and possibly highest profile project to date offers such an opportunity. It's another "farm"—Cantitoe Farm, Martha Stewart's new compound on 153 acres in Bedford, N.Y. "She called me last August, and I started a week later," he says. "She's a very busy person, but very decisive. She sits down and focuses. Everything has been designed down to the last detail." The extensive project will encompass the renovation and new construction of several houses, a stable, a greenhouse, and a number of other outbuildings, including henhouses. "It's a really great project. Martha Stewart is a great woman," he says. "She has this vision of a farm as a work of art."

"Every client has a different dream of a house," he adds. "For some, it's standing at the stove and looking into the family room to see their children. Everybody worries about their uniqueness, but everybody has the same components. You have to get the parts that are the same down and then add the unique inflections. If you let the unique inflections drive the project, then you're in trouble. But within the rubric, there are enormous subtle differences."

For Allan Greenberg, working the rules, and the infinite nuances of interpretation within them, is an endlessly fascinating enterprise.
For projects requiring the warmth, character or true feeling of home, nothing performs like Andersen® windows. The fine detailing of our real wood interiors adds richness and a classic look to any application. With over 200,000 size, shape and style combinations, you have the choices and options you need to bring your visions to life. Plus, we have all of the project support and services to see any job through to completion. For information on the Andersen portfolio of 400 Series and 200 Series products, call 1-800-426-4261, ref. #4003.

Or visit andersenwindows.com.

LONG LIVE THE HOME™
TUFF-N-DRI: The Brand Leader in Basement Waterproofing for the Past Five Years

Benefits of TUFF-N-DRI Include:
• Fighting Moisture. The TUFF-N-DRI system has been protecting against basement moisture since 1983. Mere dampproofing can't touch its performance – and no other waterproofing product can match its track record.
• Boosting Profits. Reducing moisture in homes can help lower energy costs of heating, cooling and dehumidifying. A recent survey shows that 91% of consumers are willing to pay an average of $2,300 for energy-efficient features (State of Green Building, November 2001).
• Building Business. In hundreds of thousands of installations, more than 99% of homeowners have been pleased with the performance of TUFF-N-DRI (based on warranty claims). Happy homeowners mean more referrals for your business.

Fight Basement Moisture with the Powerful TUFF-N-DRI® Basement Waterproofing System from Koch Waterproofing Solutions® Inc.

Keep Moisture Out and Confidence In.
TUFF-N-DRI is a proven two-part system that treats and protects the foundation's outer wall against water penetration. The system's membrane and insulating foundation work together to protect against foundation wall leaks, seepage and interior condensation.

It starts with a polymer-enhanced asphalt membrane that seamlessly seals out water penetration. The flexible membrane is applied to a cured thickness of 40 mils – at least four times greater than typical dampproofing applications.

WARM-N-DRI® foundation board is then installed on top of the TUFF-N-DRI membrane. WARM-N-DRI board drains underground water around the basement at a faster rate than the soil allows, preventing hydrostatic pressure from building up against the system. The board features R-values up to 10 to insulate basement walls from the outside, which is key to reducing condensation on the inside.

For more information on TUFF-N-DRI visit www.TUFF-N-DRI.com or call 1-800-DRY-BSMT.
Circle no. 83
Fight basement moisture

with a powerful combination.

MOISTURE OUT.  CONFIDENCE IN.

The TUFF-N-DRI two-part system beats three sources of moisture:
leaks • seepage • condensation

MOISTURE OUT. Excess moisture can be brutal on the homes you design. Moisture can create damp, uncomfortable living environments. Make air conditioners, heaters and dehumidifiers use more energy. Damage drywall, carpeting and furnishings. Even weaken structural materials.

But you can fight back by specifying the one-two punch of TUFF-N-DRI® Basement Waterproofing System. This unique black-and-pink combination defends against three main sources of moisture from basement walls, by preventing leaks, stopping seepage and reducing interior condensation.

CONFIDENCE IN. By fighting basement moisture three ways, TUFF-N-DRI also gives you the opportunity to design lower level space as luxury living spaces. A dry, luxury basement can increase homeowner satisfaction – and build your reputation for future referrals. And TUFF-N-DRI is so strong, it’s backed by a 20-year transferable performance warranty.*

So fight basement moisture and champion your business with TUFF-N-DRI – North America’s #1 brand of new basement waterproofing. For details, call or visit our Web site.

800-DRY-BSMT  •  www.TUFF-N-DRI.com

*Visit www.TUFF-N-DRI.com for full details on our 20-year performance warranty.
Understanding & Innovation Keeps Carrier On Top

Carrier continues to be the Number One brand preferred by homebuilders and architects across the country. The reasons for this continued success are many. Dependability, proven performance, energy efficiency and improved indoor air quality, these are all things buyers, architects and builders demand for the homes they design, build and live in. And Carrier delivers—on all fronts.

Energy-Efficiency & Improved Air Quality
Take Puron®, our environmentally sound refrigerant for an environmentally conscious world. Puron units are the most reliable we’ve ever made, so there’s more satisfaction for customers.

Building on the initial success of Puron, and responding to customer demand, Carrier recently launched a brand new line of WeatherMaker Two-Speed units with Puron. They operate on low speed 80% of the time, so they save your customers money. Continuous fan operation delivers a more even temperature and improved indoor air quality.

Customer-Driven Solutions
Customers said they wanted to be able to get to and change filters more easily. With Carrier’s new media cabinet, they can. Moving the air filter out of the furnace is another example of how Carrier not only listens to consumers but also responds.

Performance You Can Trust
Carrier also places a high priority on building trust and relationships with architects and builders. As a corporation, Carrier understands that how its products perform reflects directly on people’s perception of their builder and their architect. The goal is to make those perceptions nothing less than ideal.

Strong relationships, innovative technology, customer-driven solutions to indoor comfort needs, and most of all trust. They all combine to make Carrier the perennial Number One choice. As Carrier embarks on its second hundred years, it will continue developing the kinds of products and relationships that will keep it the Number One preferred brand.

©CARRIER CORPORATION 2001. A member of the United Technologies Corporation family. Stock symbol UTX.
Masonite Interior Doors Ranked #1
By Residential Architects

Architects, by and large, tend to be a discerning group, placing a high value on beauty and craftsmanship. Masonite is therefore proud to announce that residential architects in architectural, architectural engineering and design firms ranked our interior doors as their number one choice in 2002.

60% of Architects Voted Masonite as the Most Recognized Brand of Interior Door Over its Nearest Competitor. Masonite Was Also Voted as the Most Specified Brand In the Past 2 Years.

Meeting the Demands of a More Discerning Market.
It’s not just architects who appreciate a well-designed door. Over the past decade, doors have undergone an evolution in the consumer’s mind, rising from their modest utilitarian status to now being viewed as critical design elements that can enhance the beauty and value of a home. Our line of interior and exterior doors have been specially designed and crafted to satisfy the most demanding customer. All materials, whether they be wood, steel or composite, are carefully selected to ensure lasting performance.

But we don’t stop there. We have the industry’s largest and most advanced research and development facility dedicated to creating innovations that contribute to the style, durability and elegance of doors.

“It’s an honor at the best of times to be ranked number one by architects,” says Masonite Executive Vice President and Managing Director of Sales and Marketing, Mr. Lawrence P. Repar. “But with doors becoming a critical design element in people’s home, we’re going to work even harder to remain top of mind.”

For more information on Masonite’s complete line of interior and exterior doors contact their help line at 1-800-663-DOOR (3667) or visit their website at www.masonite.com.
Circle no. 211
DuPont Tyvek® Weatherization Systems

DuPont, the inventor of Tyvek®, recognized the benefits of wrapping walls in a “protective envelope” made of Tyvek® back in the 1970’s and thus was born a new category in the building industry. Now 30 years later DuPont Tyvek® continues to reinvent new products and new techniques to provide you with a system that provides the industry with the best combination of air, water and moisture management properties.

DuPont has developed a family of weatherization products engineered to address all your design and building needs. Now, the Tyvek® Weatherization Systems includes Tyvek® CommercialWrap®, Tyvek® StuccoWrap®, Tyvek® HomeWrap®, DuPont Contractor Tape, DuPont Tyvek® Wrap Caps, Tyvek® FlexWrap™ and our newest product Tyvek® StraightFlash™ a window and door flashing product.

Tyvek® CommercialWrap®
Tyvek® CommercialWrap® is a heavier-grade of membrane for tougher commercial construction needs. It has excellent on-site durability, provides improved water holdout, and resists air infiltration better than building paper and #15 felt. Tests show that Tyvek® CommercialWrap® is 2-1/2 to 3 times better at water holdout versus 10- and 60-minute building papers and is more than 5 times better than #15 felt at resisting water. It also has 270 days UV resistance. It protects your walls like a windbreaker, by helping stop wind and rain from penetrating. Better yet, Tyvek® breathes, to help moisture escape. Wall systems dry faster so the potential for mold, mildew and water damage may be minimized. And the properties of Tyvek® do not support the growth of mold and mildew. Tyvek® is a recognized alternative to grade D building paper and #15 felt by ICBO, BOCA, and SBCCI.

DuPont also has a product engineered specifically for stucco facades, both EIFS and traditional applications, DuPont Tyvek® StuccoWrap®.

For more information about the Tyvek® Weatherization Systems please call 1-800-44-TYVEK® or check us out on the web at www.tyvek.com.
Circle no. 312
Let it Pour.

Moisture and water intrusion problems can haunt you for years after a building is complete. That's why it's good business to use weatherization products such as DuPont Tyvek® CommercialWrap® to help keep your buildings drier and more comfortable.

Tyvek® CommercialWrap® is a secondary weather membrane that helps to hold out bulk water and wind-driven rain. Better yet, Tyvek® breathes, to help moisture escape. Wall systems dry faster so the potential for mold, mildew and water damage may be minimized. And Tyvek® itself will not support the growth of mold and mildew.

Tyvek® CommercialWrap® is engineered to stand up to the rigors and demands of commercial construction. It can even take up to nine months of UV exposure.

When planning your next project, a secondary weather barrier should be a primary consideration. Specify Tyvek® CommercialWrap® and breathe easier.

Circle no. 335

Get the inside story. Call 1-800-44-TYVEK® or visit www.Tyvek.com. Find out how you can earn AIA/CES learning units in Health, Safety and Human Welfare by taking a lunch & learn course sponsored by DuPont.
When I open the door the world will pause.

Today more than ever, doors are the pathway to those special times that memories are made of. They are a critical design element that contributes to the quality and enjoyment of the home. Masonite's line of premium patio doors make every home more beautiful, more valuable and more elegant.
The average American house keeps on growing; it was about 2,300 square feet at last count. But chances are you don’t design the average American house. If you design custom homes, your projects are likely much larger and growing bigger year by year. Maybe you’re on the verge of your first 10,000-square-foot commission.

Big houses are a fact of American life. Someone will always agree to build them, and if we’re lucky, someone talented will agree to design them. And it won’t be easy—they’re among the most challenging housing types you’ll encounter. To help you tame the big behemoths, we’ve assembled a panel of experts—architects Jeremiah Eck, Mark Simon, Alexander Gorlin, and Buzz Yudell—to share their big house success stories.
big doesn’t have to be bad or ugly. From Biltmore to Buckingham, grand palaces of the past have proven that heft can be handsome. According to Boston-based architect, Jeremiah Eck, FAIA, the problem with most big houses today is not size, but rather bad design. He believes houses can plump pleasingly to fit certain clients’ lifestyles as long as the added girth serves a specific purpose. Simply super-sizing the usual program can result in a bad case of big house bloat. But adding rooms for individual hobbies and pursuits can make a house more interesting both inside and outside.

“Over the last 10 years, the big house has gotten a bad rap,” says Eck. “But there are numerous examples of big, well-designed houses.” Although Eck doesn’t consider himself a big house specialist, he has received decidedly more requests for them in the past five years. And, as a bit of personal research and professional outreach, he organized a seminar on the subject at Harvard’s Graduate School of Design. “People like big houses,” he says. “We can’t deny them that, but it is our obligation to recognize what’s ugly and give them something that’s not.”

development
The key challenge in big house design is making such sheer mass feel human in scale, says Eck. It’s easy for all that bulk to spin out of control as the exterior design struggles to rein in a sprawling floor plan. Unrestrained exteriors topped by ungainly rooflines become the overwhelming downfall of many projects.

“Scale and mass are very much related,” Eck says. “Rather than starting with a big box, one way to break down the scale is to divide the mass into three wings.” It’s a trick George Washington used to great effect at Mt. Vernon.

Eck’s other minimizing methods include adding details, such as porches, to break up monolithic walls or changing materials from the first floor to the second floor. To knock height down to size, he might tuck space under the roof instead of adding a full second story.

“The roof is a hat in a way,” he explains. “When you see a house from afar, if it has a nice roof, it’ll most likely be a nice house. One
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A quiet library and a not-so-quiet music room flank the upper portion of the two-story gallery. An open balcony connects the rooms and offers views to below.

The floor plan process began by discussing with the clients which spaces should be included and which ones could be omitted. "They said they wanted certain rooms, and in most cases they were right," says Eck.

An open breezeway connects the house to the garage. It also contains the electrical chase.

For easy circulation, Eck laid out the living spaces along two axes with the kitchen at the center. Front and back entrances are at each end of the north-south axis, and formal entertaining spaces are in between. The east-west axis contains the informal living areas.

Eck designed unimpeded sightlines from front to back. Natural light floods the interior.
of the real problems with big houses is that the massing is clumsy.”
His tips for the “hat” include hipping the roof to give it a lower scale,
using different slopes and heights, designing continuous eaves to
draw the eye downward, lowering the ridges, adding dormers, or
varying types—such as going from gable to shed and back to gable.
Whichever tricks he chooses, Eck is careful not to overdo. “It’s a
balance between interest and scale versus looking too busy or jar­
ing,” he says. Drawing one roof with parts rather than a conglomera­
tion of assorted pieces helps to preserve continuity. Eck thinks of it
as a major-minor theme, where minor insertions attract attention but
always return to the important major theme. “It makes the most sense
if the roof changes to fit the interior space that it covers,” says Eck.
Then the modifications aren’t arbitrary.” This allows for appealing
diversity without too much dissonance.

balance and harmony
A roof needs something to support it, however, so Eck begins each
new project with a floor plan “that really works.” He tries to teach
his clients about the distinctive ways in which a big house lives and
functions. They may not consider, for instance, such luxuries as a
lounging area in the master bathroom or such necessities as the vast
space required for a big house’s HVAC systems. “It’s not just a small
house on steroids,” he says. He points out for his clients how each
room can function for one explicit activity such as music, kids’ play,
formal dining, relaxed reading, watching television, smoking cigars
and drinking martinis or sipping tea.
When devising a layout, “the relationship of the parts is more
important than the parts themselves,” explains Eck. Looking at most
of today’s big homes, he sees the interrelationship of the parts as
the fatally missing ingredient. He recommends focusing on transi­
tions that alter scale. A majestic foyer, for example, is a big house
must for Eck—but not immediately upon entering. Starting out in
smaller vestibule establishes an inviting atmosphere so that when
guests move into a grand entry hall they are already at ease. It’s a
pattern that bears repeating elsewhere in the house, he says:
Intimate alcoves, scaled-down hallways, and a small library or
study placed among otherwise grand spaces increases the sense of
comfort in a house.
To bring all of those varied spaces together in a cohesive way, Eck
follows advice given by Eero Saarinen: “The answer to every design
problem lies in the next higher order.” He takes that to mean that
when designing a doorknob, you must look at the door, or when
determining the size of a fireplace, you must respect the dimensions
of the wall. “Like a symphony, the house should have different parts
that fit together but have very distinct moods and feelings,” says Eck.
“It should be a true composition.”—s.d.h.
"i think appreciating the uniqueness of each space in a well-designed big house is something that's lacking in our culture today."—jeremiah eck, faia

In keeping with the client's insistence on old-fashioned quality, divided-light windows were custom crafted and installed.

Roofed porches help control the exterior mass and offer relaxing refuge.

Roofed porches help control the exterior mass and offer relaxing refuge.

South Bay quartzite from upstate New York blends with the original structure's stonework. Eck insisted on picture framing each new stone for a cohesive and dressy finish. The effect keeps the exterior from "looking like a random pile of stone," he says.

"Each roof change reflects what is under it," Eck says of his varied-massing design. The children's wing uses dormers to delineate each bedroom, an arched window tops the master bath, and a slender eyebrow dormer marks the entry gallery (top drawing).
alexander gorlin
alexander gorlin architect

ew York City architect Alexander Gorlin, AIA, operates on the notion that what you see isn’t always what you get. “You don’t see the whole house at once,” he says of the largest house he’s designed, a 13,000-square-foot residence in Genesee, Colo. “So you don’t have a sense of its entire mass when you’re looking at it from the outside.” The same goes for the interior: The space visually collapses and expands, keeping its inhabitants guessing at its true size.

Not that disguising a home’s square footage is Gorlin’s main concern. It’s variety he’s after. “I’m interested in creating a range of scales,” he says. “A large house—or any house, really—is its own little world. It should provide experiences—from a sense of intimacy to a feeling of grandeur.”

site reading
He’s achieved this goal in homes from New York to Seaside, Fla., to Santa Fe, N.M. No matter what the project’s location, its layout and material palette stem from the site conditions. “The site is the primary element,” says staff architect Brendan Cotter, AIA. “It’s the antithesis of the classic Modernist approach.”

In the case of the Colorado house, the steeply sloped, six-acre site contained two roughly parallel creek beds. Gorlin created a cross-shaped plan with a long axis that leaps down the hill, between the creek beds, in a series of terraces. He nestled the upper rooms, including a five-car garage and a master suite, into the hillside to reduce the building’s aesthetic impact. “A site this large allowed us to let the house sprawl a bit,” says Cotter.

While that particular site dictated a succession of levels, other settings might point to a more compact or otherwise different solution. “Basically, it’s about having a formal concept,” Gorlin says. “You have to have a very clear idea that motivates the entire design.” In the 7,000-square-foot Santa Fe house, for example, he and Cotter hit upon the idea of using the plan to frame views in two directions. The home’s C-shaped layout came out of that concept, making it a house of two parallel wings connected by a low passage. Interior courtyards take advantage of the desert climate and help supply that all-important range of scales.
"it's got caves, a bridge, a tower. it's a castle! but it's a modern castle."—alexander gorlin, aia

Since the site is so steep, the land around the house can't function as a conventional recreation area. Gorlin compensated for this by turning almost the entire roof area of the house into usable terraces.

Visitors cross over a metal footbridge to get to the front door.

A sheltered entry court is protected on three sides by the guest house, garage, and front entry.

The owners have three children, and the husband works from home. His office sits atop the master bedroom at the highest point in the project. The location gives him privacy and a sense of separation between family and work. And he's got the best views in the house.
In neither the Colorado nor the Santa Fe project did Gorlin directly try to minimize the home’s mass. But in each case that was the result. By finding an arrangement of rooms that relates to the site and offers a variety of experiences, he tamed the big-house tiger.

He also manipulates materials to ensure a sensitive scale. The couple who owns the Colorado house selected moss rock from Wyoming for the exterior and interior walls. The husband studied geology and collects rare minerals; the house sits amid the Rocky Mountains; and moss rock, which is partially covered with live moss, costs less than other stone types—all good reasons for its choice. But cladding a large house with such a heavy, strong material could have made it appear intimidating and monolithic. Instead, Gorlin opted to intersperse flat, horizontally placed stones among the vertical rock walls. These elements help thin the walls a little and lend a sense of order and control.

green machine
The house holds many surprises, such as an underground passage from the living room to the kitchen and two outdoor hot tubs. Most surprising of all, though, is its environmental bent. While many roll their eyes at the seeming paradox of a sustainable, 13,000-square-foot house, Gorlin makes a thought-provoking argument for it. “The house has no air conditioning,” he points out. “It’s oriented to catch the winds coming up the mountain. In the winter, they don’t need the heat on all the time because of the sun’s intensity at this elevation and all the glass.”

No matter what size house he’s designing, Gorlin sticks to sustainable materials. The Colorado house is composed mostly of stone, glass, and metal—materials that don’t need to be finished with toxic chemicals. “We don’t do a lot of wide-plank floors or cabinetry, since that usually involves old-growth wood,” says Cotter. “If we do use old-growth, we only use recycled—and then just in small amounts.” They tend to stay away from exotic woods for environmental reasons, but they have found a sustainably harvested African cherry to use in place of pearwood.

Of course, conventional wisdom says the larger a house is, the less environmentally friendly it can be. But where does residential energy conservation matter more than in a house that already consumes an above-average amount of resources? Mitigating a big house’s extra materials and embodied energy through the use of passive heating and cooling reduces the impact on both the environment and the clients’ utility bills.

Gorlin believes he gets better at managing size and scale with each house he designs. “One of the most difficult, mysterious things about being an architect is understanding the meaning of scale, the relationship of bodies to space,” he says. “Going through the process of getting each project built is essential to making better architecture.”—m.d.
Gorlin dig the house into the side of a hill to reinforce a connection to its mountainous surroundings. Terrace-topped levels step down the site.

Gorlin emphasizes the need for a variety of spaces within a home. The smaller kitchen, with its relatively low ceiling, represents a self-contained counterpart to grander rooms nearby.

Large windows with commercial aluminum frames bring views of the forested site into a dramatically scaled living room.

project: Private residence, Genesee, Colo.
architect: Alexander Gorlin Architect, New York City
general contractor: Creamer Construction, Genesee
structural engineer: Neujahr & Gorman, Genesee
consulting engineer: Beaudin Ganze, Genesee
project size: 13,000 square feet
site size: 6 acres
construction cost: Withheld
mark simon
centerbrook architects and planners

Ark Simon, FAIA, believes the success or failure of a big house depends in large part on the client’s priorities. “The cost of any project is a measure of quality times quantity,” he says. “Bad large houses tend to be big without much quality. The good ones have clients who care more about strong design than about size.”

He should know. A partner at Centerbrook Architects in Centerbrook, Conn., he’s designed several homes over 10,000 square feet. Each project is completely different from the others; there is no single formula that yields a good-looking, livable residence. But the firm’s big houses do share some common characteristics that help explain its tendency to win awards, to have its work published, and to make its clients happy.

Piece Proposal
One is a propensity for breaking a home into pieces as a way of mitigating its size. This technique isn’t that unusual, but it’s hard to do well. For the 15,000-square-foot Pond House on a New England island, Simon scattered a group of buildings into a hook shape that mimics the form of the peninsula it sits upon. “The overall shape of the house is that of two archipelagos curving around each other,” he explains. “The purpose was both to fit into the peninsula and to create a private entry court.” One of these “archipelagos” contains the main living spaces and the other the guest quarters and pool area. The arrangement means that every room has a water view, and it also ensures that the houses across the pond can only see part of the compound.

The divide-and-conquer technique has proved effective in many other Centerbrook projects. For a Hudson Valley addition, the firm tucked a series of barnlike structures behind the original house, rendering them barely visible from the road. And the 12,500-square-foot mass of a mountain home called Long View unfolds gradually from a modest garage/studio into three larger pavilions. In all these versions of the broken-up plan, the architects didn’t just pull the house apart and call it a day. They tailored the placement of each individual build-

Transplanted scrub oak trees partially conceal the house from boaters and neighbors across the pond. The result is more privacy for the owners and a reduction in perceived mass.

Mark Simon’s firm, Centerbrook Architects and Planners, has earned a national reputation for witty, original takes on traditional architecture. The Pond House, which references several New England styles, is no exception. Its vertical battening and large eaves evoke the Victorian cottages on Martha’s Vineyard. The slight curve to its rooflines and dormers resembles old shipwrights’ houses on Nantucket. And Simon abstracted Gothic architecture with the home’s stepped, arched windows.

He pulled apart the floor plan to create two separate strands of buildings. One contains the main living spaces and sleeping quarters, and the other a couple of guest houses, a pool, and a garage. Within each strand, various passages loosely knit the structures to one another. On the second floor, curved ceilings impart a snug, protected feeling to the bedrooms. The ceilings also serve to relate the home’s interior to its curved exterior forms, creating a sense of cohesion throughout the project.—m.d.
Simon designed the pentagonal entry tower to look different from the other building forms. Its singularity allows visitors to easily identify the front door. 

"There should be a variety of room sizes in any house," says Simon. He assigned the home a large living room, dining room, and family room with kitchen, balancing them out with getaway spaces like the second-floor study and play hall.

Simon used different types of connectors to link the disparate spaces. A formal first-floor gallery leads from the entry to the living and dining rooms; a narrow, Shaker-style hallway connects the rotunda to the kitchen and family room.

The guest cottages are attached by a breezeway.

Visitors pass through the entry tower into the entry rotunda, where colored plaster and carved-out windows create drama.

Upstairs, the tower holds a study with views of the property and the pond below.

Just getting around can be a challenge in a house this size. A set of back stairs leading from the kitchen/family room to the children's bedrooms provides a shortcut.

"we made every effort to reconstruct the existing site. the goal was that the house would sit back into the landscape."—mark simon, faia
ing to the site, and they obviously thought deeply about the way the whole house would be used and seen.

Of course, Simon has more than one trick in his bag when it comes to big houses. He also presented the owners of the Pond House with a concept for a single large, barn-like structure. "The idea was to make it feel like a common agricultural building that might already have been on the site," he says. "There's a horse farm nearby, so it would have been contextual." The owners preferred the pavilion scheme, which Simon thinks in the end represented the best option for the site.

multiple choices

The same project demonstrates the power of landscaping as an additional tool for reducing visual bulk. Simon and landscape architect Lester Collins tried to keep the original vegetation—a forest of scrub oak trees, low-bush blueberries, and other native plants—as intact as possible. "We made every effort to reconstruct the existing site," he says. "The goal was that the house would sit back into the landscape." They carefully moved and replanted some of the scrub oaks to allow sight lines from the house down to the water. A clearing on the north side of the house serves as a yard for family football games, and at its far end lies a below-grade tennis court. Aside from these elements, the site remains a forest, effectively hiding much of the house from view and providing shade to its interior and exterior spaces.

Other tactics Centerbrook frequently employs on big houses include steeply pitched roofs and well-defined entries. Both Long View and the Pond House follow this pattern. "In the case of the Pond House, the low-hanging roof satisfied both desire and necessity," says Simon. "Local codes require a low roof scale. The resulting roof height was lower than you'd want for a two-story house, so we did dormers to make up for it." The steep roof pitch protects both this and the mountain house from the northeasters that sweep through New England, and it lends the homes a cottage-like quality that belies their mass.

Each of these projects features a distinctive entry marker—a porte-cochere at Long View, and a two-story, pentagonal tower at the Pond House. This is no coincidence. When a home's square footage climbs into the five digits, the front door isn't as easy to locate as it is on most houses. "The tower is there so you know where the front door is," says Simon of the Pond House.

The question of finding the front door is just an example of the many issues architects must consider in a big house situation. But, according to Simon, the most important approach of all is to keep trying to solve that quality versus quantity equation. "With a big house, just as with a small house, you have to work very hard so the clients are getting just what they want and nothing more."—m.d.
The two strands of buildings curve around each other, forming a hook shape that echoes the shape of the site.

The house consists of a series of buildings grouped together like a small village. Victorian-style stickwork supports the deep roof overhangs, which work with the steep roof pitches to keep the house from seeming overwhelming.

The overall shape of the house is that of two archipelagos curving around each other... to fit into the peninsula and to create a private entry court."

—Mark Simon, FAIA

Project:
Pond House (location withheld)

Architect:
Centerbrook Architects and Planners, Centerbrook, Conn.

General contractor:
Doyle Construction (location withheld)

Interior designer:
Michael LaRocca Limited, New York City

Landscape architect:
Lester Collins, Millbrook, N.Y.

Structural engineer:
Besier Gibble Norden, Old Saybrook, Conn.

Mechanical engineer:
Savage Engineering, Bloomfield, Conn.

Project size:
15,000 square feet

Site size:
Withheld

Construction cost:
Withheld
When Buzz Yudell, FAIA, gets a commission to design a “big house”—a residence over 10,000 square feet—he treats it like any other project. “What I find interesting is not the scale of the house but the clients who live in them and how they want to express themselves through architectural design,” he explains. “I don’t see bigger houses as being better projects. As architects, we deal with ideas—how people live and coexist with landscape.”

Yudell and partners Charles Moore (now deceased) and John Ruble started their Santa Monica, Calif.-based firm Moore Ruble Yudell Architects & Planners in 1977, focusing on their passion: houses. (Later, they expanded to also work on large-scale institutional, civic, and mixed-use developments.) Over the years, they’ve watched the size of their residential projects grow as their clients’ lives have changed. Larger kitchens, lavish master suites, and specialty rooms such as home offices, exercise rooms, and media rooms have gobbled more and more square footage.

It’s no surprise that a 4,000-square-foot house, considered “big” by 1970s standards, just isn’t big enough to fit all of today’s clients’ perceived needs. Even the 10,000-square-foot houses MRY designs aren’t the biggest of the big house genre these days. Nevertheless, with a portfolio packed with substantially-sized houses, MRY has learned how to cut a big house project down to size.

avoiding the pitfalls

The first and foremost consideration is the site. If the clients’ appetite for square footage exceeds the ability of the site to swallow it, the project is doomed from the beginning. “It’s important to create a place that’s harmonious with its setting,” says Yudell. Similar to developing a master plan for an institutional or civic building, Yudell likes to do thoughtful, comprehensive site-planning for a large house. He plans not only for the immediate future, but also to accommodate changes that may occur over the years. A large house is not unlike a campus, where buildings, additions, and new landscaping are likely to be phased in over time.

Next comes careful programming. Just because a house is big doesn’t mean it can afford to waste space. Every room must have a cogent pur-
"Just because it's a big house doesn't mean you can't have an intimate space," Yudell says. This Zen-like garden conjures a contemplative vista from the dining room and entry.

An H-shape plan allows every room multiple exposures to the site. Strong visual and formal axes link the pieces together. MRY does comprehensive site planning to make sure the house doesn't overpower its site.

Planning for a big house may mean not always assembling a conventional list of rooms. Maintaining an open dialogue with the clients helped Yudell discover that the husband and wife each wanted a private study.

In Southern California's mild climate, courtyards are just as important as the house's indoor spaces. Twelve "outdoor rooms" are tucked along the perimeter of the house and each has its own character.

Vertical dimension helps reinforce the size of a big house, says Yudell. Small two-story rooms in the entry and library create dramatic spaces without compromising intimacy.

Changing scale and character provide variation in the way spaces are used without adding more rooms. The kitchen and breakfast room is grand, but two smaller 10-by-10-foot "nooks," offer quieter spaces where four to eight people can socialize or watch TV.
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pose and a scale appropriate to its use. “When it’s a big house on a big budget, everything tends to become grand,” Yudell says. “Just because the house is big doesn’t mean all the rooms have to be big, too.” Do that, he explains, and you’ll end up with a stream of monotonous spaces.

Instead, he uses a range of scale to accommodate his clients’ many moods. He discerns those moods by engaging homeowners in discussion about how they currently live and how they wish to live. Are they retired? Do they have children? Do they work from home? Do they prefer solitude or society? All of these factors will influence the design—but they’re especially important when wielded across thousands of square feet.

For instance, after some heart-to-hearts, clients may admit they don’t really need a formal dining room, even in a big house. Always adding rooms and never subtracting them will just make the place bigger—not necessarily better. “As an architect, you must challenge the client to question how they live,” Yudell explains. “Do they really need that space?”

This kind of dialogue, unique to every project, is important because it will help cap program inflation and provide the opportunity to investigate more creative solutions. Also, keep in mind that if this is the clients’ first big house, they may not realize how much work and expense goes into maintaining so much square footage. “They should think carefully about how much they want to expand before their home becomes a burden,” Yudell says. “It’s a balance of responsibility versus pleasures.”

Another design challenge is maintaining the clarity of the conceptual form—the basic underlying geometric idea. Yudell recommends using similar materials and several strong design themes to unify a large project. You can mix it up, he says, by changing the scale and character of the rooms. Think about what happens in each space. What should the acoustics sound like? Is it an intimate space? Is it formal? Vertical dimension can provide a soaring quality while maintaining an intimate feeling, balancing a room with the rest of the house. But throw in a small room for contrast, too. Such variation can satisfy both practical concerns and inchoate needs.

**Communication is key**

MRY works on only one or two residences each year, giving them time to fully explore their ideas with their clients. They also limit their design teams to a core group of three to four people, regardless of the size of the house. Smaller teams, they’ve found, facilitate better communication with their clients and preserve the project’s continuity.

“Whatever the scale, what’s most important is that the client is deeply engaged in the aspirations of the project and understands how you’re going to go about achieving them,” Yudell says. “They’re not coming to you to give you something, but to explore something together with you.”—m.w.
Throughout the house, the same mahogany wood, hardware, and windows were used. "Every time you go across a threshold, you don't have to make a change in materials," Yudell says.

To break down the vastness of the living room (one of the largest spaces in the house) smaller nooks flank the fireplace and accommodate many moods.

Interior ceiling patterns are suggested in the exterior lattice work covering the courtyard spaces. These open-air roofs help define the outdoor rooms.

**project:**
Dodici Giardini, Pacific Palisades, Calif.

**architect:**
Moore Ruble Yudell Architects & Planners, Santa Monica, Calif.

**general contractor:**
Brown Osvaldson, Santa Monica

**interior designer:**
Brayton Hughes and Richard Brayton, Santa Monica

**landscape architect:**
Tina Beebe and Mario Violich, Santa Monica

**project size:**
10,000 square feet

**site size:**
0.48 acres

**construction cost:**
Withheld
The innovative Dura Slate Roofing System from Royal not only replicates the classic look of natural slate but adds character to any architectural style of home. Made from Royal’s Dura Technology Process and our exclusive Roytech compound, this roofing system installs as easily as conventional asphalt shingles without the added structural costs of real slate, and is covered by Royal’s exclusive 50 year warranty.

Royal Building Products
1-800-387-2789
www.royalbuildingproducts.com

Now you can find all the product information you need instantly. Search. Find. Compare. You’ll find everything from product descriptions, diagrams, and dimensions to installation instructions and supplier locators. Best of all, It’s FREE!
Beauty, Brains and an A.F.U.E. Furnace Rating?
That's so sexy.

Introduce your customers to a hot new flame this season—Intensity™ from Heat-N-Glo, the most realistic gas fireplace available. When it comes to arousing the senses, Intensity will take your customers to a whole new level. It not only warms a room—it ignites the soul. But this pretty face has a practical side, too. With the distinction of its A.F.U.E. rating, Intensity can be controlled by a thermostat and even channeled to heat other rooms. Although, considering its drop-dead gorgeous looks, this is one furnace you won't want to hide. So if you're looking for a new way to turn on customers, turn them on to Intensity.

1-888-427-3973 (www.heatnglo.com or www.fireplaces.com)
Life at new heights

Want our free CDROM for architects complete with specs and CAD details ready to insert into your drawings: 1-800-829-9760 ext. 2003
www.dreamelevator.com/ra

*A actual sales price may vary due to applicable tax, fees, options and upgrades.
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Your Job is to Put a Roof Over Your Client’s Head
Now Protect Yourself

The American Institute of Building Design has made available to its members an affordable Professional Liability Insurance program designed to insure against acts, errors or omissions of a member while rendering or failing to render professional services to their clients. The Professional Liability Program is written on a standard Architects/Engineers Professional Liability form through a nationally recognized program administrator and an A.M. Best “A” (Excellent) Rated carrier. This Professional Liability Program is available only to professional members of AIBD.

For more information please contact
AIBD - 2505 Main St. 209B
Stratford, CT 06615
(800) 366-2423, www.aibd.org
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Looking to spec windows?
We have over 28,000 to choose from.

www.ebuild.com

Now you can find all the product information you need instantly.


You’ll find everything from product descriptions, diagrams, and dimensions to installation instructions and supplier locators.

Best of all, It’s FREE!
Hank Williams discovered love, heartache, and the simple, healing beauty of music on the porch of this modest house in Georgiana, Alabama. His music will endure in our hearts forever. But, until recently, it looked like his porch was going to pass on. So, when the restorers of Hank’s house decided to rebuild his front porch, they chose a material that would last as long as his music. They turned to Tendura.

In the name of durability, many architects have foregone the romantic authenticity of traditional wood, compromising with cold alternatives. Stone. Brick pavers. Tile. Now, with Tendura, there’s a durable alternative so like the original wood it’s being used in restorations throughout the country. TenduraPlank is a composite lumber that combines the warmth of wood with the durability of plastic. It comes with a factory-applied primer and can be installed using the same tools as the traditional fir tongue and groove it replaces. With the look and feel of traditional fir lumber, it has heart. Warmth. Best of all, it’s guaranteed for as long as you own your home. The TenduraPlank porch lives longer with less heartache. And, that’s exactly why the restorers of Hank’s home chose it.

People say the kitchen is the heart of the home. Once upon a time, the tongue-and-groove front porch was its soul. It was where dreams were made, songs were sung, and memories were composed. With TenduraPlank, the traditional wood front porch is back. With the soul and tradition of simpler days, but the timelessness of a well-made song.
NO MATTER HOW COOL YOUR DESIGN, WE CAN HEAT IT.

The Unico System. Flexible Mini-Duct Systems
For High Performance Heating and Cooling.

Now you can install a high performance heating and cooling system no matter what sort of design you choose for your custom home. The Unico System's flexible mini-ducts fit easily into the most complex designs where conventional systems can't — including curved walls and vaulted ceilings — providing even temperatures throughout each room. Outlets are small and subtle to match any décor. With the Unico System, you'll enjoy the superior performance of quiet, draft-free heating and cooling all year long.

For complete information on the high performance Unico System, call 1-800-527-0896 or visit us on the web at www.unicosystem.com.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN SOFTWARE

SoftPlan is the building industry's leading software package for residential design. The choice of thousands of Builders, Architects, Designers and Remodelers, SoftPlan impacts bottom line profits by increasing the speed & ease at which designs can be created & edited.

Create:
- Floor plans
- Elevations
- Cross Sections
- Framing Diagrams
- Interior & Exterior
- 3d Renderings
- Material Lists
- And Much More!

Call 1-800-248-0164 or Visit www.softplan.com for a Free Demo CD or Live Demo

Design By: Curtis Holmes, White Lotus Design Group, Inc.
Working with Architects and Designers on projects around the world. Free CAD Design Services.

Regional Offices

NJ/NY/CT
800.549.1944

IL/IN/MI
800.733.1779

So CA
800.215.6316

Phil./E. PA
888.837.9596

Minnesota
888.702.6395

No CA
800.549.6446

NC/SC
877-852-7386

Colorado
800.549.5234

WA/OR/ID
800.462.2714

VA/DC
888.438.4603

Arizona
800.600.8953

Las Vegas
888.893.7773

GA/AL
800.513.0417

Florida
800.870.2739

Additional Offices Opening Soon!

800.462.2714
www.apexsaunawine.com

Otherwise it's just a chimney.

Clay chimney tops provide an elegant, finished look to any upscale home. Whether you choose one with intricate detail, or one with classic, stately lines, a clay chimney top helps a home stand out above the rest. To find out more about our full line of chimney tops, check us out on the web, or call us at 800-848-6166. Your house will thank you.
Nothing surpasses the classic beauty of a natural black slate roof as the crowning glory to a fine building. And nobody has a better reputation for providing the highest quality unfading black slate, than North Country Slate. Drawn from a single quarry exclusive to North Country, this smooth, rich material exhibits a slight luster prized by architects and building owners around the world. For the highest quality - and sheer good looks - make sure you specify your black slate as North Country Unfading Black. It's just one of the broad range of colors we offer, with the textures and sizes that promise the perfect finish to your project. For more information, contact us today. And go with North America's best.

North Country Slate
Tel: (416)724-4666; Toll-Free: 1-800-975-2835; Fax: (416) 281-8842
Email: info@ncslate.com; www.northcountryslate.com

Hanley-Wood
As one of the premier exhibition companies in the world, Hanley-Wood Exhibitions provides unparalleled opportunities for the construction and building industries to come together. We produce industry-leading conferences and tradeshows where valuable product knowledge, education, resources and networking are readily available.

Currently serving four high-growth industries—concrete construction, homebuilding/remodeling, pool & spa and floor covering (with plans for more shows on the horizon)—we offer a variety of business-building, career-advancing benefits for all participants —attendees and exhibitors alike.

Were you featured in this issue of residential architect?

Working as the exclusive reprint management firm for *residential architect*, PARS International can produce customized reprints for your company.

Reprints from *residential architect* get results:
- Increase exposure for your product or service.
- Keep shareholders, employees and prospects up-to-date.
- Provide credibility and unbiased information.
- Make great sales tools for trade shows, mailings or media kits.
- Provide valuable Web site content.

For more information contact:

Heather Osborne
PARS International Corp.
at (212) 221-9595 ext. 333
or email: heather@parsintl.com
www.magreprints.com
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Elevators...
A Standard Feature for the Future

Residential Elevators
Quick Installation Time
Minimal Space Requirements
For New Construction or Remodeling Projects
Call our Sales Department for Details
1-800-962-3626

Cemolift
ELEVATOR SYSTEMS
Web site: www.cemolift.com
P.O. Box 500 • 2801 Township Line Rd.
Hatfield, PA 19440-0500
Tel: 215-703-0358 Fax: 215-703-0343
e-mail: res-sales@cemolift.com

---

Frank Lloyd Wright specified Cypress.

VERSATILE. DISTINCTIVE.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Shouldn’t you?

Kentuck Knob, Chalk Hill, Pennsylvania
Architect: Frank Lloyd Wright • Year Built: 1953
Materials: Cypress and native fieldstone

Kentuck Knob glows golden with a cypress exterior. Interior spaces are warmed by cypress paneling, cabinetry, built-ins and millwork.

CYPRESS
www.cypressinfo.org
877-607-SCMA

---
n the throws of designing a 15,000-square-foot Mediterranean mansion, your clients request a wine cellar for a burgeoning collection of prized bottles of '97 Petrus, '71 Dom Perignon, and '82 Mouton Rothschild. They want a circular rack display and a combination tasting and dining room that will accommodate 12 people.

Sounds simple enough. And it may be within your abilities to handle if your clients are just casual collectors. But if they're true aficionados seeking to cellar for centuries, the job is likely over your head.

Manufacturers say the temptation to self-spec is so strong for architects with little wine cellar experience that some simply outfit a basement with standard cabinetry and shelving and a run-of-the-mill cooling system.

But if the mechanical system is inadequate, the shelving space inefficient, and the airflow poor, the vino will become vinegar and the client will turn bitter. Consulting someone with specialized know-how could mean the difference between a pat on the back or some choice words of mouth.

top shelf
Expertise is available at most price points, from moderate to extravagant. Prefabricated rack systems and advice from a climate-control guru might just do the trick on a lesser job. But a top-of-the-line job means custom racking, elaborate temperature and humidity controls, lighting, security, earthquake protection, and a back-up power source.

Architect Stephan Collier, a principal with Anderson Collier in Seattle, has squired a number of cellar projects and consultants through their paces. “We provide the space, tell them how the client is going to use it, and they basically design it for us,” Collier says. “They then provide drawings that we review.”

Custom cellars start around $80,000 for a basic set up but can top $300,000 for a soup-to-nuts configuration. One of the top firms working at the moment is Design Build Consultants in Greenwich, Conn. “There are architects who don’t want to invest their time on the interior layout of a wine cellar because they lack the experience,” says Evan Goldenberg, architect and founder of the firm. “It could cost them greater exposure to liability if they make a mistake so they bring me in as a consulting architect.”

Goldenberg’s firm designs and installs high-end cellars and coordinates the subs—mechanical, electrical, and carpentry—though clients can use their own general contractor. Goldenberg, the firm’s chief designer and purportedly the only licensed architect specializing in wine cellars, says designing a cellar may seem simple to some architects but is much more involved than it appears.

“Flow of space is very important, not just the access of a cellar but where it’s located,” Goldenberg says. “The type of refrigeration system is also key and some species of wood are better than others.” His standard offering is mahogany, but teak, cedar, or other hardy species can be substituted.

Another top name in the business is David Spon, president of McLean, Va.-based Wine Cellar Concepts. The firm designs, fabricates, and installs custom cellars, including all the cabinetry work. Spon continued on page 108
Have you seen what’s up with asphalt roofing?

From 3-tabs to architectural laminates. From English Tudor to French Provincial. And from shadow lines to scalloped edges. If you still think all asphalt shingles look alike, you’ve got some catching up to do. See for yourself at www.asphaltroofing.org
handles the designs, but uses a refrigeration engineer to calculate the project’s humidification and dehumidification needs.

off the rack
When the budget is tight, manufacturers such as Wine Cellar Innovations in Cincinnati or Apex Saunas & Wine Cellars in Bellevue, Wash., offer frugal-gourmet solutions.

Wine Cellar Innovations frequently works with architects to design and manufacture custom wine cellars and wine racks. The company also offers a premium clear redwood kit that’s available in custom sizes to fit most spaces.

Unlike most manufacturers, Apex has 14 regional offices across the country enabling consultation on a project from the first day to the last, says vice president Doug Smith. Although 90 percent of its work is custom, Apex offers a line of stock racking kits that architects may have installed. Three wood species are available: all heart redwood, mahogany, and Western red cedar.

"Typically we get calls from architects whose clients want a wine cellar and they have not done many of them," Smith says.

Because requests from architects are growing, the company now mails an "architect kit" booklet that provides information on wall prep, refrigeration, installation, and vapor barriers. "Those are the kinds of things that architects don’t know much about," Smith says.

no hot air
Even when someone else is carrying the design load, you still have a part to play. Planning is key. Paul Wyatt, owner of San Francisco-based Fine Wine Rack & Cellar, another top practitioner, says architects often call him too late in the design process. His biggest complaint is inheriting space inadequate for the job.

"I don’t mind getting the architect’s design if there is no problem, but among the problems I have to engineer for are air flow and earthquakes," Wyatt says. "I need to get in early to specify vapor barriers, wiring, plumbing, and drains. If a wine cellar has a window in it, I want to know what kind of light it is getting and what kind of heat loads the window is carrying."

Architect Evan Goldenberg says a designer should be brought in no later than rough framing. At that point there’s still time to make important decisions about where to locate the cellar and the mechanical system, perhaps a wine cellar’s most crucial component. "For me it’s better to have the space than to work blind on paper."

"The mechanical system is ugly, but it has a serious function," says Wyatt. Altering the temperature of every bottle in a wine cellar is a huge task that requires an efficient system, he says. That’s another reason he likes to get in on the project early. "I specify where I want the ducts, how I want it to look, and I negotiate with the refrigerator contractor about what’s feasible with the design."

Although every cellar is different, an engineer must determine which type can most effectively deliver 55 degrees and 70 percent humidity. Many systems are available, but most professionals agree that a ducted air handler dedicated to the cellar is the best way to go.

If your budget doesn’t allow the luxury of a cellar expert, Spon distills his advice to one all-important caveat: "If architects want to use the same cabinetmaker who’s doing the kitchen or the library, they definitely need to make sure the room functions properly and that the mechanical systems are well thought out and adequate," he says. "It’s the feature with the smallest margin of error."
NEW-TECH® Exterior and Interior Solid Doors are the Standard for Advanced Technology, Unsurpassed Durability and Stability, Design Flexibility, and Value.

Our CENTURY Collection is available in many wood species including Cherry, Mahogany, Walnut, Maple, red and white Oak, Birch, Alder and others and won’t warp or shrink.

Choose from light, medium or heavy distressing done by hand to achieve the unique old world or Southwestern look.

NEW-TECH® doors can be built to special architectural specifications including custom designs and sizes up to 5’ wide and 14’ tall. We feature over 90 standard designs in our catalog.

We offer a wide selection of standard and custom designs for entries and interior passage ways including:
- Arched Top
- Common Curve
- Transom and Side Lites
- Pocket Doors
- Bi-fold Doors
- Louver Doors
- Glass and Mirror Inserts
- Fire Doors

You can now carry the same design throughout the whole house!

Our line of unique true divided lite, raised moulding French doors is the winner of Window & Door magazine’s CRYSTAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD for Most Innovative Door.

• Through computerized design and machining we incorporate the highest quality materials and newest manufacturing processes to produce a line of exceptional solid doors that won’t split, warp or shrink.
• If you examine how NEW-TECH® doors are made and how they compare to other doors, you’ll discover why we say our doors are "Simply the Best".

Call or e-mail for a catalog on all our door series.
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Proudly made in the U.S.A. (California) by PHOENIX DOOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY
(800) 622-0688  (714) 544-6152  Fax: (714) 544-7856  e-mail: info@phoenixdoor.com
Rely on Simpson Strong-Tie connectors to make it long-lasting.

Innovative Products.
Simpson offers over 5,000 products to help you solve design challenges – products that give value, design flexibility, and cost savings.

Quality Tested.
Strong-Tie connector specs are not just calculated, they’re established by testing product performance under actual load.

Code Recognized.
With more code-recognized connectors than any other manufacturer, Simpson sets the quality standard in the timber industry.

A good reputation is the most important asset in your practice. It reflects the quality of your work, the designs you create, and the products you specify in construction – products like Simpson Strong-Tie® connectors.

Get Concrete Answers for Residential Construction

Whether online or by helpline, Portland Cement Association is your source for the latest information on concrete homebuilding systems.

Residential Construction Solutions
- Online resource for news, events, industry links, and top selling concrete home designs
- Quick and convenient purchasing of state-of-the-art literature

Expert Technical Information
- Construction and design manuals covering ICF essentials
- Easy to read Tech Briefs summarizing current research findings

Marketing Support
- Media relations kit with ideas and templates for concrete home ad campaigns
- Graphics and brochures for effective presentations and promotion

“INFINITE”... installation methods for any eave style.

There really are as many ways to install COR-A-VENT’s S-400 Strip Vent as there are eave construction details. 1” x 11/4” x 4’ cross section gives you maximum soffit/eave ventilation (9 sq. in/lineal foot) in a minimum space. S-400 fits narrow spaces where other vents can’t, like zero overhangs. The durable 4’ PE sections are available in black or white. It’s crush resistant so you can install with a power nail gun. Pair up S-400 with any of COR-A-VENT’s ridge vent products for an unbeatable system.
Hanley-Wood

As one of the premier exhibition companies in the world, Hanley-Wood Exhibitions provides unparalleled opportunities for the construction and building industries to come together. We produce industry-leading conferences and tradeshows where valuable product knowledge, education, resources and networking are readily available.

Currently serving four high-growth industries—concrete construction, homebuilding/remodeling, pool & spa and floor covering (with plans for more shows on the horizon)—we offer a variety of business-building, career-advancing benefits for all participants—attendees and exhibitors alike.

In person.

Face to face.

One on one.

In person.

Face to face.

One on one.

Hanley-Wood

EXHIBITIONS

Inclinator offers designers more custom possibilities than any other home elevator manufacturer. Begin with five car styles, three drive systems and many accessory options. Then add custom sizes and car finishes and you end up with an Elevette® that adds uniqueness, value and excitement to a home’s design. For new homes and renovations. In-shaft or free-standing.

Call 800-343-9007 Dept. 77

Inclinator Company of America

2200 Paxton Street, Harrisburg, PA 17105-1557 • isales@inclinator.com

www.inclinator.com • www.sweets.com

For your copy of our Color Product Catalog, send $20.00 for bound book $30.00 for special ring binder. Visa/MC/AMEX welcome. Complimentary brochure available.

Enkeboll Designs
ARCHITECTURAL WOODCARVINGS

www.Enkeboll.com


www.FirstSourceExchange.com
(CSI and AIA formatted specs)
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Prefinished aluminum storefront framing “has not been fully utilized for its potential in residential work,” says Walker, who used it in his own house (shown here). “It’s tough and durable and handles all the elements well.” Vistawall offers the 1000 Series measuring 1 3/4 by 4 inches, the 2000 at 1 3/4 by 4 1/2 inches, and the 3000 at 2 by 4 1/2 inches. Available in anodized or painted finishes, they’re assembled by screw spline, shear block, and stacking. Vistawall Architectural Products, 972.551.6100; www.vistawall.com.

James Hardie’s Hardipanel fiber-cement vertical siding is a favorite spec of Walker’s because it’s versatile enough for use outside and inside. “On the exterior, it creates a great monolithic look that’s simpler than stucco and cement,” he says. “And you can use it on the interior to create an industrial look.” Available in 4-inch widths and 8-, 9-, and 10-inch lengths, the panels resist exposure to humidity, rain, snow, salt air, and termites, and they will not crack or delaminate, the company says. They come factory primed. James Hardie, 888.542.7343; www.jameshardie.com.

Arriscraft is manufactured sandstone made from calcium silicate, hydrated lime, and mineral oxides. Pressed into units and aged to produce a fine grain, the stones are finished to resemble specific product types. Walker specs the stones because of their random patterns and the natural look they give to walls. Various configurations are available, including brick in different colors, sizes, and textures and the trademarked Adair Limestone Marble. Custom colors and sizes are available upon request. Arriscraft Stone Products, 800.265.8123; www.arriscraft.com.

—nigel f. maynard
Over 40 years Superseal has been the name you’ve known and rusted in the design and manufacture of quality vinyl windows and patio doors. A family owned and operated company, we measure our success on the level of success we help our customers achieve. We know what it takes to grow a business and maintain customers for life. We remember our roots and the founding principles that this company began with. Trust. Reliability. Dependability. Quality. At Superseal, we are firmly committed to outstanding product quality, dependable customer service and reliable customer support. You are not just another name lost in the shuffle of a giant corporation. You are part of a dynamic team of dedicated individuals who are reachable, accountable and want to make it happen for you. Call 1-888-639-8469 or visit www.supersealwindows.com.
new material

piping-hot products for your next project.

see food

With a commercial-looking glass door, the 601RG refrigerator from Madison, Wis.-based Sub-Zero allows neatnick homeowners an opportunity to display their high-end eats. The 19.9-cubic-foot unit has electronic controls and an adaptive defrost feature that helps save energy by self-adjusting for usage patterns. It comes in either a stainless steel finish or with custom overlay or framed options. Less tidy homeowners may select a subdued light setting or turn off the light entirely; show-offs may use a full illumination option. Sub-Zero, 608.271.2233; www.subzero.com.

square steel

Manufactured from 14-gauge stainless steel, Neo-Tile can be speced for floors, walls, decorative applications, or in most places where traditional tiles are set, the maker says. Durable and highly water resistant, the tiles are easy to clean and help minimize bacteria buildup. They’re available in five types of finishes, including satin and honeycomb, and in 4-, 6-, 8-, and 12-inch squares. Custom sizes also are available.


modern turns

Diamond Spas, known for their stainless steel and copper bath fixtures, has stepped up to custom staircase design. Crafted of stainless steel or copper, the units’ sleek lines fit many contemporary applications. Metal construction also permits designs impossible with other materials, the Broomfield, Colo.-based company says. The unit shown here has mahogany treads, but other species are available. Diamond Spas, 303.665.8303; www.diamondspas.com.

—nigel f. maynard
For nearly a century we’ve helped turn new houses into homes with innovative, durable products people trust. You see, Whirlpool® and KitchenAid® brands mean more to home-buyers than just great appliances. They represent a level of excellence that reflects your special attention to detail. And that’s good. Because people talk.
off the shelf

hot links

whole-house electronics that make the connection.

easy touch

OmniLT control panels—designed specifically for smaller homes, townhouses, and apartments—allow a home to be managed and programmed on site or from a remote locale. They interface with security systems, thermostats, phones, computers, and lighting systems, among others. Home Automation, 800.229.7256; www.homeauto.com.

radio rave

RadioLink uses wireless radio frequency technology to integrate audio/video, lighting, draperies, security, and climate control. A single RadioLink system can handle up to 15 controllers and each controller supports 60 frequencies for a total of 900 command options. The system provides error-free transmissions across more than 100 feet, says the company. Vantage, 800.555.9891; www.vantagecontrols.com.

control freak

Steer the way with VIA! Touch Panels’ new SC-4 System Controller at the helm. The SC-4 is a little black box that integrates lighting, HVAC, security, and theater components throughout any home. What’s more, the color display monitors security or nursery cameras. Program-free setup incorporates point-and-click technology for assigning system commands to touch pads. Elan Home Systems, 859.269.7760; www.elanhomesystems.com.

continued on page 118
illuminating your imagination

Wood Windows from Caradco

When there is light, there is brilliance. And now Caradco offers our brightest idea yet. It's our Tradition Plus line of clad casement windows. These windows are more appealing in terms of both efficiency and beauty, because the sash is wet glazed and the cladding on the sash is mitered. Tradition Plus windows come in a host of shapes and sizes. We also offer seven standard clad colors, several trim packages and a variety of grille choices and simulated divided lites. What's more, we provide the dependable service you'd expect from a company that's been around since 1866.

See your Caradco dealer today for a variety of ways to spark your imagination.

800-238-1866, ext. C14 or www.caradco.com

© 2002 JELD-WEN, Inc. JELD-WEN and Caradco are registered trademarks of JELD-WEN, Inc. Klamath Falls, OR.
off the shelf

scene stealer

The DHC Toscana Deluxe Programmer sets the scene—64 whole-house lighting scenes to be exact—with one touch. Programmable mood or task lighting options add extra security when homeowners are away. Setup wizards simplify the programming process, and names rather than codes can be used to label fixtures or lighting options. Remote control is an added feature, and the real-time clock runs even during power failures. Leviton, 800.323.8920; www.leviton.com.

come together

iLAN Gateway Server series brings home electronic systems together in one discreet box. A built-in 80 gigabyte hard drive provides ample storage for computer files and whole-house MP3 audio, digital photos, or video. The unit also features wireless networking capability, firewall protection, and surge protection; it will link cable TV, multiline telephone service, surveillance cameras, and high-speed Internet access across multiple outlets. USItec, 800.836.2312; www.ustecnet.com.

shady behavior

Designer keypads and window treatments spice up the Sivoia Motorized Window Shading System. Color-matched, screwless wallplates with coordinated accessories come in more than 40 colors and glossy or matte finishes. These user-friendly keypads are available as single-preset surface-mounted and three-preset wallstation varieties. Window treatments include Roman shades and Frank Lloyd Wright designs. Lutron, 800.523.9466; www.lutron.com.

—shelley d. hutchins
ITS BEAUTY AND CHARM ARE OBVIOUS.
ITS SEAMS ARE NOT.

Presenting MiraVista® Specialty Roofing. The unique folded design of MiraVista Copper gives it a seamless, dimensional look that ages beautifully. It also gives MiraVista Copper superior resistance to the harshest weather. Use the MiraSpec™ Design & Specification Tools on our web site to help you select, design and install the perfect MiraVista roof for your next job. To learn more about MiraVista Slate, Shake, Copper or Designer Metal visit www.miravistaroof.com or call 1-800-GET-PINK.

Circle no. 375
Experience exciting programs that will help you focus on the basics that make a difference in how your company and your team perform – in areas such as sales and marketing, finance, production operations, and management. Along the way, hear industry experts’ advice on leadership and maintaining personal balance, so you can consistently perform at your best.

Here are just a few of the sessions planned for the NAHB Custom Builder Symposium:

- Building a Successful Business... and a Life
- Powerful Leadership Practices for Today's Business Environment
- Systems Design and Development for the Custom Builder
- The Paper Trail—Systems and Forms for a Successful Business
- Project Management for the Successful Builder
- Communications More Effectively
- Evaluating Your Profitability
- Marketing the Emotion of Your Homes
- CUSTOM HOME Pacesetter Awards Presentation

14th Annual NAHB Custom Builder Symposium

October 25-27, 2002

Don’t miss the most important custom building event of the year!

Register today for the NAHB Custom Builder Symposium

For more information and to register CALL 800-368-5242 ext. 8113
Sure, the basics of custom home building include things like estimating, client relations, and production schedules. But the basics are also about living an interesting and purposeful life that includes building and leading a dynamic and successful business. On a day-to-day basis, the basics of custom building include:

- Planning – both business and personal
- Clear and complete communication
- Taking care of ourselves
- Accountability systems
- Delegation
- Team building
- Good old-fashioned fun!

Brought to you by

Custom Home Builders Committee

The NAHB University of Housing

Custom Home
Sponsored by

BMC WEST

Met Mortgage Corporation

Custom Stonebuilders

Thermatru Doors

Weather Shield

NAHB Custom Builder Symposium

Get Back to Basics

Join more than 500 of America’s finest custom home builders at the 14th NAHB Custom Builder Symposium. You’ll explore all the ways in which custom builders get “Back to Basics” – from the sticks and bricks of construction... to the dollars and cents of managing a company... to the heart and soul of building a satisfying life.

The NAHB Custom Builder Symposium is your best opportunity for professional development. It’s a chance to grow. And it’s a challenge to capture the excitement and enthusiasm that is custom home building!

And there’s no better place to plan for the future than in sunny Scottsdale. Surrounded by expansive mountain views, golf courses, and laced with blooming floral gardens and waterfalls, the Pointe Hilton Resort guarantees a relaxing and enjoyable stay.

For more information and to register VISIT www.nahbcustombuilders.com
Alterna • The industry's first fusion-crafted exterior wood composite door. Alterna by DoorCraft® provides the best of wood, steel and fiber-glass without the drawbacks. A beautiful entrance door with proven performance. It won’t dent or split and it’s paintable and stainable. For product literature or a dealer near you, call (800) 877-9482, ext. PSCH or visit www.alternadoors.com.

Circle no. 1

Impression™ Mirror door by DoorCraft® Impression Mirror door by DoorCraft adds beauty and dimension to any room. The Impression Mirror door is ideal for use in a bedroom, bathroom or closet. Applications include sliding pocket door, sliding bypass unit or swinging passage doors. Use the mirror door to visually enlarge the size of the room. For product literature or a dealer near you, call (800) 877-9482, ext. PSDM or visit www.doorcraftdoors.com.

Circle no. 2

WNP® Aurora, the world’s finest composite doors. Beautiful doors specifically engineered to withstand the harshest elements. The Aurora line is an excellent value, designed to reflect all of the beauty, texture and weight of a premium hardwood door while being virtually maintenance-free. This unprecedented composite door offers numerous design choices; glass options and finish colors. For product literature or a dealer near you, call (800) 877-9482, ext. PSIWPA or visit www.iwpdoor.com.

Circle no. 3

Morgan® Choose Morgan for the best in genuine oak and pine wood stile and rail doors. With a century-old reputation for quality, Morgan offers ten times more exterior designs and three times more interior designs than many other manufacturers. For product literature or a dealer near you, call (800) 877-9482, ext. PSM or visit www.morgandoors.com.

Circle no. 8

Norco® Radius Head Clad Wood Patio Door The Norco patio door line now includes a radius head patio door and a half-panel clad patio door. for those who love the look of a patio door with arched transom. The sophisticated designs combine the look of bygone elegance with modern convenience. Full doors swing open for easy use. For product literature or a dealer near you, call (888) 476-6726, ext. PSN or visit www.norcowindows.com.

Circle no. 9

Caradco® SmartFit™ Clad Wood Double-Hung Window An affordable, high-quality builder’s window engineered to your requests. Tilt-in removable top and bottom sash; Aluminum clad exteriors in 3 colors; High-performance Argon-filled LoE®; Natural wood interiors or pre-painted white are only a few of our standard SmartFit features. For product literature or a dealer near you, call (800) 236-1866, ext. PSCSF or visit www.caradco.com.

Circle no. 10

For product literature or a dealer near you, call 800-877-9482
Nord®, known for intricate detail, dramatic designs and unparalleled selections that demonstrate wood's beauty. The Nord offering includes fir and hemlock. Products include exterior, 8’0” and interior doors, sidelights, transoms, French doors and bifold. For product literature or a dealer near you, call (800) 877-9482, ext. PSDN or visit www.norddoor.com.

Pozzi Precision Double-Hung Window. This is an enhanced product that delivers the same quality and high performance as Pozzi’s earlier double-hung windows but with the added aesthetic of concealing the vinyl jamb liner. For product literature or a dealer near you, call (800) 257-9663, ext. PSPDH or visit www.pozzi.com.

DoorCraft® Exterior Steel doors You’ll find wood or steel edge options along with 24- and 25-gauge galvanized steel faces that are ready for a variety of finishes, or ready to install with no finishing required. These rugged, rust-proof and energy-efficient quality doors are backed by a 10-year warranty. For added protection, DoorCraft offers 90-minute fire-rated doors in sizes up to 3’0” wide by 7’0” high. For product literature or a dealer near you, call (800) 877-9482, ext. PSDOE or visit www.doorcraftdoors.com.

The IWP® Estate Collection. This new door line from IWP is beautifully handcrafted, built with old-world craftsmanship for new world architecture. These beautifully aged wooden doors match any architectural style. The IWP Estate Collection includes 30 door designs built from solid clear or knotty alder, with a choice of 25 finish colors, 4 finish textures and 15 pieces of metal accents. For product literature or a dealer near you, call (800) 877-9482, ext. PSIWPE or visit www.iwpdoor.com.

For product literature or a dealer near you, call 800-877-9482
COLUMNS, BALUSTRADES & MOULDINGS

**Melton Makes It Classic**

- Fiberglass Columns
- Poly/ Marble Columns & Balustrades
- Synthetic Stone Balustrades & Columns
- Wood Columns
- Cast Stone Balustrades & Details
- Polyurethane Balustrades, Mouldings & Details
- GFRC Columns & Composites
- GRG Columns & Details

**FREE HARDWOOD SPECIFYING GUIDES**

The Hardwood Council’s Finishing Touch CD and brochure help design-build professionals specify American hardwoods and finishes. The interactive CD and 32-page booklet contain factory finish specifications, mechanical and working properties for 21 popular hardwoods, and a Stain Guide that depicts each species in clear, light, medium and dark finishes.

Hardwood Council
(412) 281-4980
Order online at www.hardwoodcouncil.com
Circle 404

**THE ELITE, CERAMIC SLATE ROOF... IMPERVIOUS**

The beauty of Natural Stone on your rooftop... plus immunity to weather and attacks such as hail, acid, fungi, moss and time.

THE TILE MAN, INC.
www.thetileman.com • rfgtile@msn.com • 1-866-686-9394

Call Now For Your Custom Quotation
800-963-3060
For comprehensive product information visit:
www.MeltonClassics.com

**Liquid Assets**

Selecting the right HVAC system can be the difference between a building asset and liability. By using geo-thermal heat pumps from WaterFurnace, you can change that next project from ordinary to extraordinary. WaterFurnace offers an extensive line of high quality, high efficiency comfort products for a wide range of applications.

WaterFurnace products—a smart investment in savings, comfort and satisfaction.

call 800.436.7283 or visit waterfurnace.com

Water Furnace
Heating • Cooling • Hot Water

**The Hardwood Council's Finishing Touch**

The beauty of Natural Stone on your rooftop... plus immunity to weather and attacks such as hail, acid, fungi, moss and time.

THE TILE MAN, INC.
www.thetileman.com • rfgtile@msn.com • 1-866-686-9394

Call Now For Your Custom Quotation
800-963-3060
For comprehensive product information visit:
www.MeltonClassics.com

**FREE HARDWOOD SPECIFYING GUIDES**

The Hardwood Council’s Finishing Touch CD and brochure help design-build professionals specify American hardwoods and finishes. The interactive CD and 32-page booklet contain factory finish specifications, mechanical and working properties for 21 popular hardwoods, and a Stain Guide that depicts each species in clear, light, medium and dark finishes.

Hardwood Council
(412) 281-4980
Order online at www.hardwoodcouncil.com
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European Cooper’s Oak

European Style and Technology
EUROTEC's custom made, solid wood, Tilt & Turn Windows, Lift & Slide Doors and Folding Doors are the most energy efficient on the market today. Any size or shape window and doors to fit oversize openings. 502-637-6855
Circle 407

European Style and Technology

MOUNTAIN LUMBER COMPANY
Where every floor has a story to tell.
Domestic & European Antique Woods • 800/445-2671 • www.mountainlumber.com
OLD WORLD MOULDINGS, INC.

Our stock moulding profiles and custom millwork capabilities offer the discriminating architect the tools to design, modify, specify and complete the perfect project. Mouldings produced in any hardwood or softwood species to match any profile design.

Full color catalog available on-line and in print.

Old World Mouldings, Inc.
821 Lincoln Avenue
Bohemia, NY 11716
Phone: 631-563-8660
Fax: 631-563-8815
Web: www.oldworldmouldings.com
e-mail: oldworldinfo@mindspring.com

WALNUT, CHERRY, MAHOGANY, OAK, ETC.
MANTELS, MOLDINGS & CARVINGS

We specialize in custom sizes

Browse our FULL CATALOG on the web
www.apaneling.com

ARCHITECTURAL PANELING, INC. 979 Third Avenue,
New York, NY 1002 (212) 371-9632
Fax: (212) 759-0276
60 page print catalog available $10.00

TFP1

Decorative Flush Style Sprinkler

Tyco Fire Products' TFP1 combines economy, aesthetics, and has a coverage area up to 20' x 20'.

For more information on Tyco Fire Products' TFP 1 and our full line of residential sprinklers, contact

TYCO FIRE PRODUCTS
Phone: (800) 923-6512 • Fax: (215) 362-5385
www.tyco-fire.com

tyco Flow Control / Tyco Fire Products

Circle 410

Circle 411
If so, consider planning for the future by installing a Waupaca Elevator that is designed to fit your decor. A Waupaca Elevator means comfort, convenience, mobility, and safety. DON'T BE CAUGHT UNABLE TO REMAIN IN YOUR HOME IN CASE OF ACCIDENT, ILLNESS AND/OR AGE. Our custom capabilities assure there is an elevator to fit your needs. For further information contact:

Waupaca Elevator Co.
1050 So. Grider St.
Appleton, Wisconsin 54914

Tel: 1-800-238-8739 • Fax: 1-920-991-9087 • Circle 415
Only one company builds extraordinarily beautiful stairways that meet and exceed AWI standards. The possibilities are endless. Phone us at (800) 558-5096 or visit our Web site for inspiration and information.

www.arcways.com

Circle 419
Flexible Header

Flex-Ability Concepts has now applied the technology of the Flex-C Trac system to radius headers. The new flexible radius header can be shaped by hand to form a curve or S-shape. Once the header is in the desired curvature, it is locked into place by screws and ready for installation.

Call us at 405.715.1799 or visit us at www.flexc.com

patent pending

Polymer Stone

Columns & Balustrades Systems

- Job site delivery
- Durable and long-lasting
- For use in both interior and exterior applications
- Wide variety of sizes, styles, and finishes
- Custom orders
- Engineered and patented balustrades system is easy to install

Call 888.265.8661
Fax: 630.876.3098
Circle 422

www.royalcorinthian.com
royalcorinthian@aol.com

INNUMERABLE SHUTTERS

Finely crafted doors in hardwoods, iron, beveled and stained glass. Hand carved fireplace mantels. Interior and exterior hardwood shutters in many exclusive designs.

REQUEST CATALOG SET:
600 plus full color pages
See us at the NAHB Show

PINECREST
2118 BLAISDELL AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55404-2490
TELEPHONE (612)871-7071
Internet: www.pinecrestinc.com
Email: info@pinecrestinc.com
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Don't Flitch Around! Get it All Together with...

BETTER HEADER™
SANDWICH PLATE SYSTEM

Take the Hassle Out of Building it Yourself
Eliminate Hours & Hours of Unnecessary Labor
Take Advantage of the Features of Better Header®

Stronger Flitch Plate Headers (the original engineered lumber) • Pre-fabbed Sandwich Plate System Requires No Assembly • Quick and Easy with No Furring • Ready to Veneer • Simple to Cut with Metal Saw Blade • Less Expensive than Building it Yourself • Most Beams Shipped in 72 Hours

Only Better Header® Offers You the Patented PFS FASTENING SYSTEM
Designed by engineers and manufactured in-house at our state-of-the-art facility. This multi-angle, pre-fit ted steel nut allows for maximum compression without compromising the structural integrity of the lumber. The PFS system, combined with Grade 5 bolts, provides the ultimate strength and eliminates the need for furring, making every project a success.

P R O U D L Y M A D E I N T H E U S A
Better Header®
Sandwich Plate System • 1.877.243-2337
www.betterheader.com

Bathroom Exhaust Kits
CFM (Continental Fan Manufacturing) introduces the STRONGEST and QUIETEST method of bathroom ventilation. Remote mounted fans allow for a stronger, more powerful attic mounted fan, to power one or two ceiling mounted grills. This keeps the noise out of the living space and allows for near silent, powerful ventilation. CONTINENTAL Bath Kits are Stronger. Quieter. Better.

www.continentalfan.com
Continental Fan Manufacturing Inc.
203 Eggert Rd, Buffalo, NY 14215
Tel: 1-800-779-4021
Fax: 1-800-779-4022
Circle 425

RAIS®
ART OF FIRE
FOR INFORMATION:
RAIS & WITTUS INC.
23 HACK GREEN ROAD
POUND RIDGE, NY 10576
PHONE: 914-764-5679
FAX: 914-764-0029
www.raiswittus.com

RAIS®
ART OF FIRE
FOR INFORMATION:
RAIS & WITTUS INC.
23 HACK GREEN ROAD
POUND RIDGE, NY 10576
PHONE: 914-764-5679
FAX: 914-764-0029
www.raiswittus.com

Continue reading...
special advertising section

architect's showcase

WHEN QUALITY IS IMPORTANT

Western Red Cedar
Alaskan Yellow Cedar
Douglas Fir
Redwood

Timbers • Decking • Siding
Shakes / Shingles • T & G • CVG

BEAR CREEK LUMBER

(800) 597-7191 fax (509) 997-2040
WWW.BEARCREEKLUMBER.COM

Marvin Windows and Doors

Residential Catalog
Catalog details Marvin's complete line of wood and clad wood windows and doors.
Includes beautiful color photography and information on standard and custom sizes.

Circle 428

Circle 430

A Home Made Better

"Your pride of workmanship added to our enjoyment of the whole process.
We treasure our timber frame. Thank you all for making the experience as well as our home so wonderful."
Robert Brooks,
Shaftsbury, VT

Vermont Timber Frames
7 Pearl Street, Cambridge, NY 12816
P/Phone: 518-677-8960
Website: www.vtf.com

Circle 431
ANAWALT
Unique Custom Sinks

Simple Elegence or
Bold Expression

Twenty five years of manufacturing experience here to help you.

ANAWALT CERAMICS
When the ordinary simply won't do.
3299 “A” Monier Circle
Rancho Cordova, CA 95742
916-635-8800
Fax: 916-635-7907
www.basins.com
Circle 432

Enjoy your discriminating taste
German Silver Sink Co.
offers this beautiful reproduction

A functional work of art in
Timeless Handcrafted elegance.

1037 Woodbridge
Saint Clair Shores, MI 48080
Phone & Fax: 1-586-445-7741
e-mail:
GERMAN SSC@AOL.COM
website:
GERMAN SILVERSINK.COM
Circle 433

NEO SOLUTION III
SHOWER ENCLOSURE FROM DUSCHQUEEN

The frameless Neo Solution III™ looks and performs like a custom enclosure.

Utilizing curved and flat glass technology, features include a curved glass door with a 36" wide opening and flat glass sides. Guaranteed watertight.

Patented. 800-348-8080.
Circle 435
The art of the ceiling taken to a higher level.

Prefinished and easy to install, WoodHaven comes with clips and screws specially designed for the interlocking tongue-and-groove planks.

With WoodHaven™ Laminate Ceiling Planks, Armstrong brings an exciting new offering to your interior finishing options. The most interesting development in residential ceilings since timbered beams in baronial dining halls, WoodHaven has a cozy, comfortable, casual look that complements any décor.

Add your signature touch to each home you create with WoodHaven Laminate Ceiling Planks, available in Classic White, Beech, Warm Cherry and Natural Maple.

Brought to you by Armstrong, the name you and your customers have trusted for beauty, quality and value for over a century.

To find out more, call 1-800-233-3823 or visit our website at www.armstrong.com.

WoodHaven™ Laminate Ceiling Planks

Armstrong
clean living

clark beach house, aptos, Calif., 1937
william wurster, FAIA

"i like to work on direct, honest solutions, avoiding exotic materials, using indigenous things so that there is no affectation and the best is obtained for the money."

—william wurster

The idea of using humble materials to achieve an understated elegance is popular among many of today’s top architects. But it wasn’t such a common practice in San Francisco-based architect William Wurster’s day. His beachfront Clark House in Aptos, Calif., exemplifies his devotion to straightforward, regionally appropriate design.

Locally obtained, vertical redwood planks clad the home’s exterior. A large wooden deck links house and beach, allowing the residents to do much of their living outdoors. Glassed-in sunrooms flank the deck, shielding it from strong winds. And sliding, glass-paned barn doors enable the house to be closed up quickly in inclement weather. When open, they permit the living room and deck to function as one indoor-outdoor space. The Clark House has been remodeled under subsequent owners. (Photo shows the original house.) It is still privately owned.—meghan drueding